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ABSTRACT

Adolescents who undergo aggressive ACL reconstructive surgery, proven the most
successful treatment for ruptured ACLs, can experience debilitating growth deformities due to
violation of open femoral physes, with larger and more lateral violations increasing the chance of
deformity. Compared to more traditional techniques, a newer outside-in (OI) technique using the
Arthrex FlipCutter could reduce these physeal violations while maintaining high post-operative
clinical scores due to independent tunneling and better recreation of the ACL anatomical
footprint. Studying the effects of drill diameter and drill tunnel length on violation volume within
the OI technique can give important information on the best surgical parameters to use on
skeletally immature patients. Adolescent femoral Magnetic Resonance data were manually
segmented on Avizo and 3D printed (n=17), and a single surgeon drilled through the models as if
performing the OI technique using three commonly used guide angles (90˚, 100˚, and 110˚). A
novel use of motion tracking was used to bring these drill axes into a CAD environment to
simulate drilling through the femoral physes with three different drill diameters (8, 9, and 10
mm) and two different tunnel length options (20 mm max and 25 mm max). Data were collected
using Boolean techniques in Rhinoceros 6.0 through custom written code. The physeal violation
volumes were calculated for each guide angle, tunnel length, and drill diameter combination and
compared through a four-way ANCOVA analysis with age as a covariate. The physeal violation
location, the maximum tunnel length, and the overlapping areas and centroid differences between
the drill aperture and ACL footprint were also calculated and compared through separate oneway ANOVAs with guide angle as the independent variable. The violation volume analysis
showed the interaction of tunnel length option*diameter*age was significant (p = 0.005). Further
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analysis showed guide angle does not have a significant effect on violation volume and that
larger diameter drills and longer tunnel lengths create larger violations, especially in patients
under the age of 12. Also, guide angle did not have a significant effect on medial-lateral violation
location (p = 0.228), anterior-posterior violation location (p = 0.262), or maximum tunnel length
(p = 0.633). The 90˚ guide angle was superior to the 100˚ and 110˚ guide angles in all footprint
recreation measurements, having significantly greater overlapping areas between the drill
aperture and footprint normalized by the footprint area (p < 0.001) and drill area (p = 0.005), and
significantly smaller centroid differences between the drill aperture and footprint (p = 0.001).
The use of the 90˚ guide angle is recommended as this angle best recreates the original
anatomical positioning of the ACL with similar violation volumes, leading to improved knee
kinematics post-operation. Diameter drills of 9 and 10 mm should be avoided in patients under
12 years old.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Statement of the Problem
An increase in adolescent sports participation and dedication to elite levels of competition has
contributed to an increase in adolescent anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) rupture. Normally, in skeletally
mature adults, aggressive ACL reconstruction methods are used to treat the injury. This involves total
reconstructive surgery using femoral and tibial tunnels and anchoring of a graft into the knee joint.
Alternative approaches may be considered for skeletally immature patients, however, as open physeal
growth plates can be damaged by common reconstructive techniques. Damage to the physeal growth
plates can cause growth abnormalities that lead to deformities as the patient continues to grow. Relatively
conservative alternatives to aggressive surgery include simple bracing and modification of activity.
However, these conservative approaches have led to increased risk of osteoarthritis, chronic joint
instability, and meniscal injury (Aichroth et al., 2002; Beck et al., 2017). Also, for the adolescent athlete
who has become more entrenched in serious training and competition, activity modifications are often
deemed unacceptable options as the athlete yearns to return to high levels of training and competition as
quickly as possible. Reconstructive surgery that does not include drilling through the physeal growth plate
(all-epiphyseal ACL reconstruction) is also used as an alternative, but re-rupture of the ACL is more
prevalent with this procedure (Lawrence et al., 2011; Wall et al., 2017). The anatomy of the adolescent
distal femur is pictured for reference in Figure 1-1. The negative impact of physeal tunneling has led to
more studies comparing approaches to ACL reconstruction in adolescents, as many of the other
alternatives are not currently accepted means of treatment because further injury to the knee joint and reinjury to the reconstructed ACL are more prevalent.
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Figure 1-1.

Anatomy of the adolescent distal femur. All-epiphyseal reconstruction is characterized by epiphyseal tunneling
without disturbing the physis (AAOS, n.d.).

To install the ACL graft during the aggressive reconstruction of the ACL as mentioned above,
most of the popular techniques used by modern surgeons involve tunneling through the epiphysis and
metaphysis of both the femur and the tibia. These approaches include an anteromedial (AM) and a
transtibial (TT) approach. The AM approach is pictured in Figure 1-2 and is named for independent
tunneling for the tibia and femur, with the femoral tunnel being drilled through an anteromedial portal.
AM tunneling has become more popular as studies have shown this technique to better recreate the
femoral anatomic footprint of the ACL which creates more conventional knee kinematics and joint
stability post-operation (Wang et al., 2013). The TT approach is pictured in Figure 1-3 and is named for a
single tunnel drilled through both leg bones, starting in the tibia and running through the femur while the
knee is held at 90 degrees of flexion. The TT technique often creates a non-anatomic femoral tunnel,
sometimes associated with surgical failure and knee instability post-operation (Wang et al., 2013).
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Figure 1-2.
The anteromedial portal (AM) technique uses two independently drilled tunnels to secure the ACL graft with the knee in 120
degrees of flexion (Joint Care Arthroscopy Center, 2016).

Figure 1-3.
The transtibial (TT) technique uses a single tunnel drilled through the tibia and into the femur to secure the ACL graft with the
knee in 90 degrees of flexion (Arthrex, 2018).

TT tunneling has been associated with smaller and more central violations, perhaps because the
femoral tunnel placement can be more easily controlled (Cruz et al., 2016; Kachmar et al., 2016). The
outside-in technique (OI) is a newer technique that allows for better femoral tunnel control and a reduced
risk of posterior cortex blowout (Lee et al., 2015; Sutter et al., 2015). The OI technique is made possible
with retrograde reaming using the FlipCutter (Arthrex; Naples, FL); the FlipCutter, shown in Figure 1-4,
allows for the tibial and femoral tunnels to be drilled from the “outside-in”, as opposed to the “inside-out”
femoral drilling of the AM technique. Similar to the AM approach, the OI technique utilizes two
independent tunnels for improved tunnel placement. This technique also allows for improved visibility
during surgery compared to the AM approach, and improved clinical scores over the TT approach
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(Abdelkafy, 2015; Sohn et al., 2014). These clinical scores included Tegner activity score, Lysholm score,
IKDC score, and anteroposterior stability using an arthrometer.

Figure 1-4.
The FlipCutter is used to drill initially from the outside-in towards an interior point determined arthroscopically. The angle at
which the FlipCutter guide is set at differs the exterior entrance point and tunnel trajectory (Arthrex, 2018).

In adolescent populations, violations to the growth plates caused by tibial and femoral tunnels to
anchor the ACL graft during reconstructive surgery are potentially problematic as they may lead to
deformity and arrested growth (Davis et al., 2013; Faunø et al., 2016; Seil et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017).
Collins et al. determined that growth deformity rates are difficult to assess accurately, as many reported
incidents occur in case studies or part of long-term, ongoing studies. However, one series of tests showed
8 angular malformations and/or limb length discrepancies out of 139 patients undergoing ACL
reconstruction while another showed 12 angular malformations out of 621 patients (Collins et al., 2016).
Bayomy et al. observed that radiologic deformity occurred in 17% of adolescent patients after
transphyseal ACL reconstruction based on >5° difference in mechanical lateral distal femoral angle
compared to their nonoperative limb (Bayomy et al., 2019). The exact risk of ACL reconstruction causing
growth abnormalities is difficult to determine but descriptions of deformities are prevalent in the
literature. More specifically, these deformities experienced by adolescents post-operative ACL
reconstruction surgery include valgus and flexion deformities (Chudik et al., 2007; Lemaitre et al., 2014;
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Robert and Casin, 2010). Valgus and procurvatum deformities of the distal femur are more likely to occur
than varus and recurvatum of the proximal tibia as the ACL femoral footprint is located more peripherally
than the more central tibial footprint (Wang et al., 2013). For these reasons, conservative approaches have
previously been used to treat ruptures of ACLs in adolescents; however, the increase in desire to return to
full sport activity also increases the need for more aggressive measures of therapy. Also, all-epiphyseal
techniques are not entirely without risk of iatrogenic growth disturbance as such disturbances have been
shown to occur without direct violation of the physis (Davis et al., 2016, 2013). The risk of valgus and
flexion deformities due to obstruction of the physeal growth plate with aggressive ACL reconstruction
must be weighed against the increased risk of re-rupture and abnormal knee kinematics with conservative
approaches and all-epiphyseal reconstruction.
If a patient qualifies for aggressive ACL reconstruction, the choice of technique can be better
informed for each patient if surgeons know how each surgical technique affects restoration of the ACL
footprint and the potential for growth plate violation. Quantifiable comparisons can be made in these
respects between and within different surgical techniques by using computational techniques to simulate
surgeries with differing parameters in regards to drill tunnel length, drill diameter, and drill angle. The
correct surgical technique must be selected for each individual, taking into account potential growth
deformities due to open growth plates and desired level of activity of the individual. The OI technique
may be a viable alternative to the accepted TT and AM approaches because of the increased control of
independent tunneling with this technique; however, more studies need to be performed to assess the
variability that comes with greater freedom of extra-articular drill point and femoral tunnel placement
with this technique.
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1.2 Previous Work
The size and location of violation of the physeal growth plate in the distal femur caused by
adolescent ACL reconstruction have been calculated comparing the TT and AM techniques. These
calculations were made based upon MRI scans of patients post-operative to examine violation volume and
location off of DICOMM images (Cruz et al., 2016; Shea et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2017). Animal studies
have been performed to show violations that are located more peripherally and are larger are more likely
to cause deformities in the future (Houle et al., 2001). Other investigators have evaluated follow-up MR
data of adolescents with ACL reconstruction years after their surgery to evaluate for deformities and leg
length discrepancies (Ecklund and Jaramillo, 2002; Lo and Fowler, n.d.). These investigators have also
discovered that distal femoral physes seem to be at greater risk for growth disturbances following
aggressive surgical repair compared to proximal tibial physes. Various investigators have come to the
conclusion that violations that are more central and contain smaller volumes are preferable when
performing aggressive surgical repair of ACL reconstruction on skeletally immature patients (Houle et al.,
2001; Seil et al., 2015; Shea et al., 2007).
The effects of surgical technique in ACL reconstruction on femoral tunnel length have been
examined, as well as the question of whether the resulting tunnel lengths were adequate for femoral
fixation (Hensler et al., 2013). Some investigators believe femoral tunnel length must be at least 25 mm to
maximize femoral fixation (Bedi et al., 2011; Golish et al., 2007). However, Hensler et al. states that there
is no definitive conclusion with regards to minimal and maximal allowable femoral tunnel length (Hensler
et al., 2013). Studies have also been performed to investigate how tunnel length and graft diameter affect
growth plate violations in skeletally immature patients (Kachmar et al., 2016; Kercher et al., 2009). There
have been no studies that look at the effects of drill diameter and tunnel length on the physes of skeletally
immature patients with the use of an outside-in technique. Also, the effects of guide angle on maximal
possible tunnel length using the OI technique in skeletally immature patients have not been examined.
Many investigators have previously evaluated the outside-in ACL reconstruction technique using
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the FlipCutter guide (or similar device) compared to the classic AM and TT reconstructive techniques
with regards to recreation of the femoral ACL footprint and clinical outcomes post-operation (Abdelkafy,
2015; Lubowitz et al., 2013; Osti et al., 2015; Robert et al., 2013; Robin et al., 2015; Sinha et al., 2014;
Sohn et al., 2014; Sutter et al., 2015). It has generally been found that the OI technique is similar to the
AM technique in that it better recreates the femoral ACL footprint compared to the TT approach (Chang
et al., 2013; Osti et al., 2015; Robin et al., 2015). Investigators have concluded that this difference has led
to patients with TT reconstructions being shown to have more consistent problems with osteoarthritis and
knee instability (Wang et al., 2013). Studies also show that the OI technique is preferred over the AM
technique because it reduces operative time, arthroscopic visuals are better during surgery, there is
improved control of a femoral tunnel, and there is less risk of posterior cortex breach (Chang et al., 2013;
Osti et al., 2015; Robin et al., 2015). Comparisons of physeal violations have been made between the AM
and TT techniques in patients with open growth plates using 3D modeling and computer simulations,
where the TT approach creates a smaller and more central violation due to a more vertical tunnel
(Anderson and Anderson, 2017; Kachmar et al., 2016). Investigators to date have not considered the
effects of the outside-in technique on physeal violations, as it is a relatively newer approach and the
femoral tunnel location is heavily dependent on the guide angle as well as the angle in which the surgeon
holds the device. The technique has greater variability in this aspect compared to the more general AM
and TT techniques, and a simulation study where these surgical parameters can be easily altered would
generate important clinical information to create guidelines for surgeons treating adolescent ACL rupture.
An all-epiphyseal approach has been suggested as a safer alternative to the more often used
transphyseal reconstruction, as the all-epiphyseal technique does not tunnel through the femoral physis.
Studies have shown all-epiphyseal techniques to be an acceptable alternative; however, the rate of postoperative complications and a need for secondary surgery is much higher than with transphyseal
reconstruction due to an unnatural recreation of the femoral footprint (Lawrence et al., 2011, 2010; Wall
et al., 2017). Also, contrary to theoretical belief, other studies have shown that all-epiphyseal
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reconstruction can still causes damage to the physeal growth plate (Davis et al., 2016, 2013; Tenfelde et
al., 2016).
Previously, the TT approach was consistently used across all age groups for ACL reconstruction
as it is a relatively simple technique that greatly reduces operative time compared to other techniques
(Kopf et al., 2009). However, recent research shows that the AM and OI techniques allow for independent
placement of the femoral tunnel and a better anatomic recreation of the ACL footprint (Dargel et al.,
2009; Lubowitz et al., 2013). Drilling the femoral aperture and tunnel angle to match the original ACL
footprint and angle helps to normalize knee joint kinematics post-operation. Many cadaveric and MR
studies have been performed to characterize the ACL femoral footprint and compare it to the intraarticular
drill hole created using different ACL reconstructive techniques (Araki et al., 2018; Colombet et al.,
2006; Edwards et al., 2008; Ferretti et al., 2007; Harner et al., 1999; Hensler et al., 2011; Iwahashi et al.,
2010; Luites et al., 2007; Middleton et al., 2015; Takahashi et al., 2006). These studies concluded that
drill bit diameter, surgical technique used, tunnel angle, and knee flexion angle all have an effect on the
recreation of the femoral ACL footprint which, in turn, may affect knee kinematics post-operation.
Growth plate disturbances have been evaluated using geometric measurements made from MR
data pre- and post-operation (Anderson and Anderson, 2017; Cruz et al., 2016; Faunø et al., 2016; Seil et
al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017). Kachmar et al. modeled healthy adolescent physes and simulated the
femoral drilling of AM and TT ACL reconstruction in a CAD environment to test different parameters of
the surgical techniques such as tunnel length and graft diameter (Kachmar et al., 2016). Wang et al. used
radiographic imaging and 3D modeling techniques to determine the violation volume and obliquity of
violation in adolescent patients undergoing ACL reconstruction (Wang et al., 2017). No previous
investigators, however, have used a motion laboratory and 3D printed models from MR data to simulate
these surgeries in a realistic environment in order to easily adjust and compare different parameters with
regards to graft diameter, tunnel length, and drill angle.
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Most studies dealing with ACL reconstruction involve cadavers or evaluation of MR data; few
studies have used additive manufacturing techniques to recreate bone models and perform simulations of
reconstructive surgeries. Lubowitz et al. used sawbone models created from MR data to draw drill points
for each potential guide setting for an ACL reconstruction study (Lubowitz et al., 2013). Kachmar et al
used a CAD environment to simulate femoral tunneling during ACL reconstruction and the difference
between AM and TT techniques on physeal violation volume and location (Kachmar et al., 2016). The
effect of guide angle parameters on recreation of ACL footprint and physeal violation volume and
location, however, have not been previously studied within the outside-in technique.
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1.3 Objectives
The goal of this study is to use previously obtained MR data collected from adolescent
participants to compare the degree of growth plate violations, in terms of location and volume, for
different surgical parameters of the outside-in (OI) ACL reconstructive technique using the FlipCutter.
The effects of guide angle (a setting adjusted on the guide), tunnel length, and graft size will be analyzed
to determine whether any statistically significant clinical recommendations can be made when performing
ACL reconstruction with this technique.
This study will quantify the volume and location of the physeal violations that result from
differing guide angles, drill diameters, and tunnel lengths. This will be done by physically recreating the
surgical environment in a motion laboratory using 3D printed bones and drilling the femoral tunnel using
the OI technique and FlipCutter. The drill axis resulting from the femoral tunnel will be brought into a
CAD environment where different drill diameters and tunnel lengths will be used to calculate the femoral
physeal growth plate violation volume and peripherality of violation. This study will also quantify the
success of the outside-in technique in recreating the original anatomic footprint of the ACL on the distal
femur. This will be done by comparing original anatomic footprint projected area and centroid with drill
aperture centroid and area.
The end goal of this study is to evaluate if a certain set of technical choices for the outside-in
technique gives improved results on average, with regard to violation volume and recreation of the
original anatomic footprint, when compared to other combinations of parameters. Reducing violation
volume and improving graft placement will decrease chances of growth deformities and improve postoperative knee kinematics, respectively.
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1.4 Specific Aims
1. Compare the effects of different FlipCutter guide angles (90°, 100°, and 110°) using the outsidein tunneling technique on volume and location of femoral physeal violation by using the
combination of a laboratory motion system and a CAD environment to simulate the drilling
involved in adolescent ACL reconstructions.

2. Compare the effects of two tunnel length options and 8, 9, and 10 mm graft sizes on femoral
physeal violation volume for each guide angle. Also, calculate the distance between the intraarticular exit point and the extra-articular entrance point along the drilling axis to determine
maximum possible tunnel length based on guide angle.

3. Compare the intra-articular exit surface with the original anatomic footprint of the ACL on the
distal femur to determine which guide angle best recreates the anatomic footprint. This will be
done by using a sagittal cut plane to compare the centroids of the anatomic footprint with the drill
aperture, the percentage of the femoral aperture within the ACL footprint, and the percentage of
the ACL tunnel overlapping with the femoral aperture.
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1.5 Hypotheses
Hypothesis #1: A larger FlipCutter guide angle will create smaller and more central violations.
Rationale: Based upon a frontal plane visual from Robert et al. (2013), as the drill angle increases
in the frontal plane, the OI technique will behave more like the TT technique, which creates more
vertical tunnels. Investigators have shown that the TT technique creates smaller and more central
violations than the AM technique (Cruz et al., 2016; Kachmar et al., 2016).

Hypothesis #2: A smaller FlipCutter guide angle will better recreate the femoral ACL anatomic footprint.
Rationale: Based upon a frontal plane visual from Robert et al. (2013), as the drill angle decreases
in the frontal plane, the OI technique will behave more like the AM technique which creates more
oblique tunnels. Investigators have shown that the AM technique better recreates the femoral
ACL anatomic footprint, providing better clinical outcomes post-operation (Anderson and
Anderson 2017; Robert et al. 2013; Hensler et al. 2011).

Hypothesis #3: The total volume of violation to the distal femoral physis will increase with increasing
primary tunnel length and diameter of drill used.
Rationale: Previous studies using post-operative analysis of growth plate violations have reported
an increased volume with increasing drill tunnel diameter (Garcés, 1994; Kachmar et al., 2016).
With regard to tunnel length, shorter tunnel lengths are expected not to violate the distal femoral
growth plate. This absence of penetration or minimization of penetration may lead to decreased
volumes of violation compared to longer tunnel lengths.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Many studies have been performed to improve the quality of life of adolescent patients
undergoing aggressive ACL reconstruction post-operation. Investigators have looked at the need for ACL
reconstruction, the success rates of specific techniques, and how to judge surgical performance based on
clinical outcomes and growth plate violations. These studies have been performed in a variety of ways
including cadaveric surgeries, evaluation of MR data, and computer simulations in a CAD environment,
all in the goal of improving ACL reconstructive techniques for skeletally immature patients.

2.1 Increasing Need for Adolescent ACL Reconstruction
Need for aggressive ACL reconstruction is increasing as adolescent ACL ruptures are occurring
in higher volumes (Beck et al., 2017; McCarroll et al., 1988). Improving imaging and diagnostic
techniques have also contributed to an increase in diagnoses (Fehnel and Johnson, 2000). Shea et al.
found that ACL injuries accounted for almost 31% of insurance claims made to an insurance carrier
specializing in youth soccer, supporting these claims (Shea et al., 2004). Comparatively, reports in the late
1970’s showed a low incidence of adolescent ACL rupture with only nine reported cases (Clanton et al.,
1979). Sports training has intensified for the young athlete over the past few decades, and as the number
of hours of training increases, so does the risk of acute injury such as ACL tear. ACL injury rates are low
in young children and greatly increase during puberty, while the growth plates are still open, especially in
girls (LaBella et al., 2014). The increased occurrence of ACL rupture in adolescents can be contributed to
growing participation in organized sports at a young age, a heightened awareness of these types of
injuries, a better diagnostic and imaging system, and a steep rise in intensity of adolescent sport training
(Aichroth et al., 2002; Beck et al., 2017; LaBella et al., 2014).
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2.2 Common Techniques of ACL Reconstruction
The anterior cruciate ligament is one of four critical ligaments that stabilizes the knee joint. The
main function of the ACL is to prevent the tibia from moving forward relative to the femur. When the
ACL is torn, the knee joint becomes unstable as the ACL also prevents excessive knee extension, tibial
rotation, and knee valgus and varus movement. The patient can still walk and function without an ACL
but physical activity must be limited as the menisci and other ligaments are at a greater risk of injury.
With an increasing rate of ACL injury in skeletally immature humans, the long-debated question of
treatment techniques has escalated in the past decade. Normal, aggressive surgical repair of the ruptured
ACL is not perfectly suited for adolescents even though it has been proven to be the most successful
technique in returning the individual to full activity (Anderson and Anderson, 2017).
In ACL reconstruction, the torn ligament is arthroscopically removed and replaced with an auto
or allograft. Holes are commonly drilled through the distal femur and proximal tibia, where the graft is
then drawn through and anchored; this graft will serve as a scaffold for new tissue to grow. In order to
place the graft in the same angle and position as the original ACL, the drill holes tunnel through the
femoral and tibial physes in the commonly used transtibial (TT) and anteromedial (AM) techniques. Jones
et al. was the first to propose treatment of acute ACL injury with a patella graft, using a transphyseal
technique similar to the modern, commonly used TT technique (Jones, 1963). The TT technique became
popular as it allowed for minimal procedural time combined with reliable, reproducible results through a
simple technique. With the knee flexed at 90 degrees, a hole is drilled through the tibia and the femur
using the tibial tubercle as a reference. Recently, an anteromedial (AM) portal approach has become more
popular as, compared to the TT approach, it yields a more anatomically placed femoral tunnel, which
leads to less surgical failures and better post-operative knee stability (Robin et al., 2015). Wang et al.
showed that the AM technique better restored the anterior-posterior translation during the swing phase of
walking and femoral external rotation at midstance compared to the TT technique (Wang et al., 2013).
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Due to the dependence of the femoral tunnel on the tibial tunnel in the TT technique, the femoral tunnel is
often angled too high and too deep into the intercondylar notch, distant from the anatomical femoral ACL
footprint. With the AM technique, the femoral tunnel is drilled independent of the tibial tunnel with the
knee hyperflexed to 120 degrees. Although this technique takes more technical skill and longer time in
the operating room, it allows for an independent femoral tunnel within the native ACL femoral footprint.
However, as ACL reconstruction becomes more prevalent in skeletally immature patients, the need for
positive clinical tests must be balanced with the need for protection of the physeal growth plates as
violations can cause valgus and flexion deformities (Chudik et al., 2007). This balance has caused a push
for better techniques and instruments that can minimize growth plate violations by increasing surgeon
precision while still recreating the anatomical footprint of the ACL. The violations to physeal growth
plates and coupled complications are explained in greater detail in Section 2.6.

2.3 Alternative Approaches to Transphyseal ACL Reconstruction
Conservative treatments have been preferred over surgery for adolescents in the past. These
treatments include bracing and activity modification until skeletal maturation to wait to repair the
ruptured tendon until the patient has reached a certain level of physical development. However,
conservative treatments in adults and adolescents have proven to increase the likelihood of intra-articular
instability, leading to meniscal tears and osteoarthritis (Aichroth et al., 2002). Henry et al. studied
conservative treatments versus immediate surgery, concluding that the risk of deformity and leg length
discrepancy is far outweighed by the prolific risk of knee instability and medial meniscal tears resulting
from conservative treatment of a torn ACL in the adolescent knee (Henry et al., 2009). Even without a
return to physical activity, the results of conservative bracing are often unacceptable. Bonamo et al. found
that of 79 patients treated with functional bracing instead of reconstructive surgery, 8% eventually
decided to have ligament reconstruction, 35% scored ‘poor’ results in a detailed clinical analysis, and
51% were dissatisfied with their knees in rigorous physical activity (Bonamo, 1990). Many adolescents
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refuse to modify their activities as well, as these restrictions combined with heavy bracing are too
limiting. With the increase in adolescent sport activity and intensity, many have begun to recommend
treating the ACL rupture with aggressive surgical techniques to best recreate the original anatomical
footprint and get the child back to elite level of sport intensity as fast as possible (Beck et al., 2017;
Bonamo, 1990).
Another alternative to transphyseal ACL reconstruction that has gained popularity in recent years
is an all-epiphyseal reconstructive technique. This technique is similar to transphyseal reconstruction in
terms of grafting and anchoring; however, the tunnels avoid the physeal growth plates and remain
completely below the physis in the epiphysis. However, by avoiding the physeal growth plates, the
technique does not adequately restore the anatomical ACL footprint. Lawrence et al. described an allepiphyseal technique that is believed to adequately restore pre-operative knee kinematics while avoiding
the growth plates; however, further follow-up studies showed graft failure (Lawrence et al., 2010). Wall
et al. determined that all-epiphyseal reconstruction leads to excellent long-term functionality (Wall et al.,
2017). However, studies also show failed all-epiphyseal reconstruction results with patients re-tearing the
ligament as well as complications with instability and an inability to return to peak physical activity
(Chudik et al., 2007). Investigators have also found that the all-epiphyseal approach does not eliminate
growth deformities and may actually increase the chances of physeal violation (Chudik et al., 2007;
Lawrence et al., 2010; Tenfelde et al., 2016). More studies need to be performed on the long-term
functionality and success of ACL reconstruction using an all-epiphyseal approach before it can be deemed
a suitable replacement to transphyseal reconstruction for skeletally immature patients.

2.4 Comparison of Three Commonly Used Techniques
Two widely used transphyseal techniques for aggressive surgical repair are the TT and AM
methods. Both of these methods utilize arthroscopic means using minimally invasive surgery with small
incisions and the use of an endoscope. A third, newer method that is similar to the AM femoral tunneling
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is the outside-in (OI) technique, using an instrument such as the FlipCutter. The FlipCutter is a tool that
allows the surgeon to pinpoint the intraarticular drilling point first and then locate the extra-articular
drilling point based on the angle of the FlipCutter guide. The knee is generally held at 90 degrees of
flexion. The TT method uses a single tunneling insertion that passes through the patient’s proximal tibial
and distal femoral growth plates with the knee in 90 degrees of flexion. The TT method is popular as it
utilizes fewer insertion points than the AM technique; however, TT reconstructions are constrained by the
initial tibial tunnel placement. The AM technique is often chosen over the TT technique because the TT
technique’s graft placement with respect to the superior anatomical footprint of the ACL is controversial
and often leads to less desirable post-surgical knee mechanics (Wang et al., 2013). The AM technique, in
contrast, uses independent tunnel placements. The femoral tunnels are drilled in hyperflexion (120
degrees), allowing the tibial and femoral anatomical footprints to be more precisely located and restored.
Kachmar et al. concluded that the AM approach creates greater violations to the distal femoral growth
plate compared to TT techniques; however, these results were not statistically significant (Kachmar et al.,
2016). The OI technique may improve upon the AM technique, allowing for the same desired restoration
of the tibial and femoral anatomical footprints while decreasing the violated volume of physeal growth
plate due to increased control of femoral tunnel placement (Sutter et al., 2015). This may occur because
the FlipCutter better constrains the drilling compared to the AM technique. The flexibility of changing the
guide angle within the OI technique also creates an interesting situation where an optimal approach may
exist that best recreates the femoral anatomical footprint of the ACL while remaining below a certain
threshold of growth plate violation percentage.
Reducing operation time is often studied when optimizing surgical procedures as patient time
spent under general anesthesia should be minimal. This often goes hand in hand with simplicity of
technique and, in the case of ACL surgeries, the amount of incision points and independent drill tunnels
used. The TT technique has been popular universally for these reasons, as a single tunnel is created
through the tibia and femur that allows for high reproducibility and relatively short operative time (Seo et
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al., 2013). The AM technique was often avoided for these reasons as this independent tunneling technique
with hyperflexion of the knee proved to be technically demanding with a relatively long operative time
(Gavriilidis et al., 2008). Gavriilidis et al. also concluded that the AM technique provides limited
visibility and excessive angulation with regards to the sagittal plane which can also contribute to
operative complications and increased operation time (Gavriilidis et al., 2008). Although investigators
(e.g., Wang et al. 2013) have found the AM technique to be superior to the TT technique in regards to
placement of the femoral footprint which leads to improved clinical results, the complexities and
reproducibility of the AM approach have also been studied when comparing ACL reconstructive
techniques (Wang et al., 2013). Robin et al. summarizes the findings of these complications, stating
disadvantages of the AM technique including, but not limited to, short sockets limiting fixation options,
posterior-wall blowout of the distal femur, inability to maintain the aimer with a hyperflexed knee,
irreversible damage to cartilage of the medial femoral condyle, and low portal placement that may violate
the anterior horn of the medial meniscus (Lopez-Vidriero and Hugh Johnson, 2009; Lubowitz, 2009;
Rahr-Wagner et al., 2013). As the AM technique is technically demanding, a surgeon must have great
technical expertise and experience to repeatedly have success with it. The OI technique is advantageous
compared to the AM technique with regards to complications and operative time as the OI technique has
no need for hyperflexion, is less technically demanding, has reduced posterior cortex damage, and
provides adequate tunnel length (Lawrence et al., 2010; Lopez-Vidriero and Hugh Johnson, 2009; Seo et
al., 2013).
Previous investigators have given considerable attention to the ability to recreate the femoral
footprint of the ACL when comparing techniques of aggressive ACL reconstruction. Calculations of the
size and location of the femoral ACL footprint through cadaveric studies have been performed, using the
sagittal plane to evaluate the cross sectional area and location (Colombet et al., 2006; Edwards et al.,
2008; Ferretti et al., 2007; Luites et al., 2007; Takahashi et al., 2006). Other investigators have used MR
imaging to model and estimate the insertion site of the ACL into the femur and tibia. Araki et al.
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concluded that 3D isotropic MRI can provide an accurate approximation of the femoral ACL attachment
location (Araki et al., 2018). The conclusion that MRI can be used to approximate the femoral ACL
attachment was reached based on a finding of statistically similar results between insertion site areas
located through MRI and through precise laser scans, which were previously determined to be the gold
standard. Araki et al. also concluded that MR imaging assessment can successfully be used for surgical
planning to improve tunnel placement during ACL reconstructive surgery.
Some investigators have suggested that consistent reconstruction techniques can be improved by
identifying existing anatomical landmarks, such as the lateral bifurcate ridge and intercondylar ridge,
instead of relying on generalized distances for each individual (Ferretti et al., 2007; Kopf et al., 2009).
This concept of surgical tool placement based on anatomical landmarks especially relates to this study, as
the individual variations of the ACL femoral origin are amplified in the skeletally immature patient.
A number of different techniques have been used to quantify the success of ACL anatomical
footprint restoration. Middleton et al. suggested that percentage of reconstructed footprint area
overlapping with original footprint area can serve as a basis for evaluating the degree of femoral footprint
site coverage and provides a quantitative point for evaluating success of individual surgery or surgical
technique (Middleton et al., 2015). Robert et al. used three separate means to compare femoral ACL
restoration success between ACL surgical methods, analyzing the area centroid difference between drill
aperture and original ACL footprint, the percentage of femoral tunnel within the ACL footprint, and the
percentage of the femoral footprint covered by the femoral tunnel; projections onto the sagittal plane were
used for 2D evaluation in this study (Robert et al., 2013). Hensler et al. used computational simulations to
vary parameters such as drill bit diameter and transverse drill angle to determine the effects on area
overlap of femoral ACL footprint using the AM approach (Hensler et al., 2011). Projections onto the
sagittal plane were again used for 2D measurements, and the advantages of breadth and accuracy using
computational simulations were outlined, combined with the shortcomings of non-existence of clinical
realities such as surgical variability and wobbling of the drill. Technical difficulties exist with the AM
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approach that were not able to be realized by Hensler et al. No previous investigators have combined the
capabilities of studying varying parameters through computational analysis with the realities of physical
surgical simulation.
With growing support for the theory that successful clinical outcomes post-operation are strongly
dependent on anatomical ACL restoration, investigators have recently focused on comparing ACL
reconstruction surgical techniques by these measures. Gavriilidis et al. compared femoral ACL restoration
between the TT and AM techniques, concluding that even though the AM technique is more complex and
technically demanding, it is recommended over the TT approach as the femoral tunnel created through the
AM approach is significantly more precise and closer to the anatomical femoral ACL attachment
compared to the TT technique (Gavriilidis et al., 2008). The OI approach is much simpler than the AM
approach yet imitates the AM approach’s precise femoral tunnel placement capabilities through
independent tunnels; this leads to potentially similar accuracy in tunnel placement with a less demanding
operation. The surgeries performed by Gavriilidis et al. were on cadavers, with a limitation occurring in
the accuracy of measurements from photographs. This accuracy can be greatly increased with
measurements in a CAD environment. Simulations of ACL reconstruction with the use of computational
analysis, having the surgeon blinded to the attachment site, have not previously been performed. As
mentioned above, comparisons have been made between the OI, AM, and TT approaches with regards to
restoration of the ACL femoral footprint (Robert et al., 2013). Robert et al. concluded that the AM and OI
approaches allowed for creation of a femoral tunnel closer to the ACL femoral footprint center compared
to the TT approach. However, area coverage of the ACL footprint in the sagittal plane was less than 55%
for all 3 techniques, generating a potential need for an intra-technique study to attempt to improve this
result with optimal parameters. Surgical placement of the ACL is important as studies have linked
success of native femoral footprint restoration to improved knee kinematics and clinical tests postoperation (Gadikota et al., 2012; Lubowitz and Konicek, 2010; Seo et al., 2013). Sinha et al. concluded
that the unconstrained placement and angling of the femoral guide with the OI technique often results in a
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femoral tunnel through the footprint of the ACL (Sinha et al., 2014). The use of this technique could
therefore lead to improved clinical results, which is discussed in length in Section 2.5.
Finally, the three commonly used techniques of aggressive ACL reconstruction can be compared
through tunnel length. The femoral tunnel length varies based on technique and can have an effect on
graft fixation and success of the graft post-operation. Golish et al. first studied the effects of femoral
tunnel length based on starting position within the TT technique, concluding that the angle of approach
greatly affects the femoral tunnel length, a vital consideration in ACL reconstruction with regards to
clinical results (Golish et al., 2007). Recent investigators have agreed that even though the minimal tunnel
length necessary for graft fixation in the femur is controversial, tunnels less than 25 mm may not allow
for acceptable contact surface area for healing of the ligament to the bone (Bedi et al., 2010; Golish et al.,
2007). This is an issue with ACL reconstruction in skeletally immature patients, as the maximum possible
tunnel length is often much smaller than 25 mm due to smaller bones. The maximum possible femoral
tunnel length for individual patients that are skeletally immature has never been examined.
Investigators have also studied femoral tunnel length based on ACL reconstruction technique
with varying results. Some investigators, e.g. Golish et al., have concluded that better anatomical
placement through AM and OI techniques result in shorter femoral tunnels (Bedi et al., 2010; Golish et
al., 2007). However, Hensler et al. concluded that tunnels drilled from the medial portal (OI and AM
techniques) provided adequate tunnel length for healthy fixation (Hensler et al., 2011). Hensler et al.
evaluated forty-seven patients with twenty-two different surgeons performing the operations, reducing the
concern of patient and surgeon variability. Bedi et al. also reported a risk of posterior tunnel blowout in
the AM group, reporting a higher risk of blowout with lower, more anatomically placed femoral tunnels.
The OI technique with the FlipCutter reduces these concerns with the use of retrograde reaming. Femoral
tunnel length for adequate fixation is an important parameter that surgeons need to take into account when
making decisions in technique with regards to ACL reconstruction of skeletally immature patients.
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Femoral tunnel length is also important in evaluating physeal growth plate violations when
analyzing skeletally immature patients. Kachmar et al. showed that longer tunnel lengths created larger
growth plate violations for both the AM and TT techniques (Kachmar et al., 2016). Parallel to this
observation, recent investigators have shown that increasing drill diameter creates larger growth plate
violations (Kachmar et al., 2016; Kercher et al., 2009; Shea et al., 2009). Violation volume does not
increase linearly with tunnel length nor drill diameter, as the growth plate is only a thin slice of the femur.
Therefore, at certain combinations of tunnel length, drill diameter, and surgical technique, the femoral
tunnel may fully intersect, partially intersect, or completely avoid the distal femoral growth plate. The
effect of guide angle variation, combined with the parameters mentioned above, on growth plate
violations has never been examined within the OI technique.

2.5 Methods of Evaluating Surgical Approach Success
When comparing surgical techniques in ACL reconstruction, operation time, technical demands,
and procedural reproducibility are important factors to take into consideration. However, investigators
have settled on two critical factors in determining reconstructive success in skeletally immature patients
when comparing ACL reconstructive techniques: restoring the knee to its pre-injury functionality and
saving the physeal growth plates. Recent investigations have been focused on finding repeatable,
quantitative data to highlight the success of ACL reconstructive techniques to compare these two critical
factors.
Investigators have focused on positioning the ACL graft in relation to the original location of the
ACL pre-injury to best restore knee kinematics and stability while reducing the probability of reinjury or
development of osteoarthritis (Loh et al., 2003; Sadoghi et al., 2011; Seo et al., 2013). To quantify knee
kinematics and stability, investigators have used a variety of different tests involving moving the knee in
a series of motions, evaluating patient swelling, and using patient feedback of pain experienced. The pivot
shift test, Lysholm score, and Tegner score are a just a few of many tests used to quantify knee kinematics
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and quality of life of the patient post-operation (Abdelkafy, 2015; Sadoghi et al., 2011; Seo et al., 2013).
Controlled loading and gait analysis have also been successfully used to quantify knee joint stability postoperation. Loh et al. used a robotic force-moment sensor system to apply anterior tibial loads and
measured tibial translation to determine knee stability in how well the knee resists the load (Loh et al.,
2003). Wang et al. studied tibiofemoral range of motion in six degrees of freedom during walking to
quantify knee stability at different phases of walking (Wang et al., 2013). Although there is a wide variety
of techniques used, investigators agree that the more anatomical positioning of the ACL graft using the
AM and OI techniques consistently creates better knee kinematics and knee joint stability post-operation
compared to the TT technique (Sadoghi et al., 2011; Seo et al., 2013; Sohn et al., 2014; Wang et al.,
2013). Specifically looking at the OI technique, investigators have found that this surgical approach
creates acceptable clinical functional outcome results (Abdelkafy, 2015; Sohn et al., 2014). Oblique,
independent tunneling with the AM and OI approaches has been concluded to create more anatomical
positioning of the ACL graft and creates better clinical results post-operation. However, this anatomical
positioning can conflict with the other critical factor in determining reconstructive success in skeletally
immature patients: the need to avoid physeal growth plate violations.
Common ACL reconstructive techniques tunnel through, and cause irreversible damage to, the
femoral physis of skeletally immature patients. Large, peripheral violations to the distal femoral physis of
the skeletally immature patient can cause potential angular deformities and leg length discrepancies as the
patient continues to grow (Chotel et al., 2010; Faunø et al., 2016; Schachter and Rokito, 2007; Wang et
al., 2017). MR analysis has been used to quantify physeal growth plate violations in patients postoperation (Cruz et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Yoo and Kocher, 2011). Other investigators have studied
these violations or used healthy patient MRI to determine which surgical techniques best conserve the
growth plate through computational simulations (Kachmar et al., 2016; Kercher et al., 2009; Shea et al.,
2009). These computational techniques and the quantitative analyses and resulting conclusions of growth
plate violations are further detailed in Section 2.6.
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Balancing the need for conservation of the physeal growth plates with the need for anatomical
placement of the ACL for superior knee kinematics and stability is necessary to ensure the best outcomes
of quality of life for the skeletally immature patient post-operation. Simultaneously studying these two
factors while varying different surgical parameters to try and determine a surgical technique that
consistently produces favorable outcomes in these regards could lead to reduced post-operation growth
deformities and improved knee kinematics in skeletally immature patients undergoing ACL
reconstruction.

2.6 Quantitative Analysis of Growth Plate Violations
The study of bone growth after growth plate damage has been of interest to surgeons for over 150
years; in 1867, Ollier first performed experiments on cats, finding that deep cuts of longitudinally
sectioned growth plates cause growth abnormalities after some time (Seil et al., 2015). This
groundbreaking research was confirmed and expanded on, and the potential effects of violations to the
growth plate on endochondral growth were studied extensively. This research proved a need for
consideration of the physeal growth plates in skeletally immature patients when performing such
surgeries as ACL reconstruction. Studies of small animals and humans have been performed to determine
the level of risk of growth abnormalities when violating the physeal growth plates, as well as what types
of deformities occur. Recent investigators have performed long term experiments to detect deformities in
adolescents undergoing ACL reconstruction. Seil et al. analyzed this research, determining a strong
valgus deformity in cases which the perichondral structures were injured and the bone tunnel left empty.
Chudik et al. performed canine studies and determined that eccentrically located bone tunnels caused
rotational deformities (Chudik et al., 2007). Kocher et al. performed studies on human knees and agreed
with these findings, concluding that physeal growth plate disturbances can cause valgus deformities and
leg length discrepancies, along with the possibility of genu recurvatum deformities and overgrowth (Yoo
and Kocher, 2011).
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While the potential for growth deformities has been suggested by these studies, the questions of
how large a violation causes these deformities and what age group is at the highest risk remain
controversial. Many researchers have quantitatively assessed growth plate violation percentages in
animals to find above what threshold value is deformity likely. Garces et al. found no disturbances with
surface violations of 3.2% or less in rats (Garcés, 1994). Janarv et al. experimented with rabbit physes to
conclude disturbances start at an injury of 7-9% of the physis (Per-Mats Janarv, 1998). Seil et al. found
that severe malalignment in sheep occurred at lesions with volumes of 3-5% of the total physis (Seil,
2008). It is noted that many investigators voice a concern that most of the quantitative research is
performed on small animals, bringing into question how relatable the data is to humans. Based on these
concerns and opposing data suggesting different percentages of physis violation causing deformities,
there is no clear cut answer to what percent violation of the distal femoral physis will cause growth
deformities.
The relevance of location of physis violation has been examined, as well as the volume of
violation, showing that bone growth is more adversely affected when more lateral violations are made
(Garcés, 1994; Guzzanti, 1994). Wang et al. expanded this statement to more peripheral violations having
a greater chance of causing growth deformities instead of only looking at laterality (Wang et al., 2017).
Studies show that the proximal tibial physis is more sensitive to growth disturbances compared to the
distal femoral physis (Houle et al., 2001). However, drilling of the tibial tunnel to recreate the anatomical
footprint of the ACL places the legion central and vertical, causing minimal physeal damage in areas less
likely to cause growth arrest, while drilling of the femoral tunnel requires an angled trajectory that often
violates the peripheral edge of the femoral physis, increasing violation volume in susceptible areas to
growth arrest (Kachmar et al., 2016; Kopf et al., 2009).
There is also controversy regarding what age group is at greatest risk of developing deformities
with large physeal growth plate violations. Some investigators believe the risk of a growth deformity is
inversely proportional to the remaining growth potential. Bone bridge development, leading to
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deformities, occurs at a higher rate in older children with less growth plate activity (Seil et al., 2015). Seil
et al. believes that adolescents are more prone to epiphysiodesis but with rare existence of growth
deformities, while younger children are less prone to epiphysiodesis but sometimes with extreme growth
abnormalities (Seil et al., 2015). However, Anderson et al. created an algorithm that suggests boys under
the age of 13 and girls under the age of 12 are at the highest risk of physeal growth arrest (Anderson and
Anderson, 2017). Future long-term studies need to be performed to provide more clarity to what age
groups are most detrimentally affected by physeal disturbance and at what percentage of violation of the
total growth plate will cause growth arrest.
Recent studies have used MR data from pre- and post-operation to determine the violations to the
growth plates with specific surgical procedures (Cruz et al., 2016; Faunø et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017;
Yoo and Kocher, 2011). Yoo & Kocher et al. retrospectively reviewed follow-up MR data from a large
group of patients that underwent a TT technique ACL reconstruction and determined bone tunnel to
growth plate ratio was less than 3% for the distal femur (Yoo and Kocher, 2011). However, this study was
limited as the lack of growth disturbances encountered was identified to be possibly caused by the
average age of 14.8 years. Another limitation was the violation percentages were false low as the
investigator used the diameter of the drill instead of the ovular diameter of the tunnel. Faunø et al.
performed a similar study, finding that 24% of patients experienced minor length growth disturbances
after undergoing ACL reconstruction using the TT technique (Faunø et al., 2016). This increase in
disturbances found may be caused by the mean patient age being much younger at 11.7 years. Cruz et al.
expanded on this knowledge base, comparing the physeal disruptions caused by the TT and AM
techniques (Cruz et al., 2016). Cruz et al. concluded that the AM technique created significantly bigger
violations compared to the TT technique with significantly more lateral locations compared to the more
central violations created by the TT technique. Most recently, Wang et al. looked at tibial and femoral
physis violations for adolescents undergoing reconstruction with the AM technique, finding the mean
percentage of femoral physis violation to be 3.95% of the total growth plate, which were larger and more
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peripheral than the tibial physis violations (Wang et al., 2017). The violations were calculated using more
accurate means than Yoo & Kocher by using 3D modeling of MR data to mask and calculate the volume
of the physis and violation using different planes. The work of these investigators generated important
conclusions such as the difference in violations between different surgical techniques and the difference
in locations as well. However, the use of retrospective viewing of MR data of previously performed
surgery does not allow for consistent quantitative data, as the tunnel lengths, drill diameters, and other
surgical variables were not held consistent between cases.
An alternative to retrospectively analyzing MR data of patients who underwent ACL
reconstruction is using computational techniques to simulate the surgeries in a CAD environment. This
effectively solves the problem of eliminating differing surgical variables such as tunnel length and drill
diameter and allows the investigator to analyze the effect of different surgical parameters or surgical
techniques in much larger volume. Shea et al. used these techniques to determine how the percentage of
growth plate violation varies with drill diameter (Shea et al., 2009). Kercher et al. performed a similar
study, using the trajectory of the native ACL to simulate drilling through the femoral and tibial physes
(Kercher et al., 2009). Kercher et al. concluded that drill diameter is critical in causing physis violation
and that increasing tunnel drill angle to create more vertical tunnels reduces the percentage of violation.
Limitations of these two studies include the placement of the drills being done in a CAD environment
using the trajectory of the ACL and not exactly replicating the surgical environment nor any surgical
procedure. Kachmar et al. expanded on these studies by simulating the effects of drill diameter and tunnel
length using both the AM and TT techniques (Kachmar et al., 2016). The methodology of this study was
improved over previous ones as an orthopaedic surgeon placed the drills in the CAD environment based
off of limited views that better simulated the arthroscopic environment. This study concluded that the AM
approach produces violations that are larger and more lateral than those of the TT technique. The OI
approach has never been quantitatively studied with regards to impact on growth plate violation. Also, the
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computational powers of CAD simulations have never been combined with the surgical variables that
come from physical surgery to simulate realistic drilling during ACL reconstruction.

2.7 Use of Additive Manufacturing in Biomechanics Studies
As additive manufacturing grows, so does its applications in the medical field. 3D printing
techniques have been used to create patient-specific implants and test the feasibility of devices and
surgical techniques on printed bones (Castilho et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016; Ni et al., 2018; Park et al.,
2016; Rankin et al., 2018; Rose et al., 2015). Ogden et al. determined that printed anatomical models
created from MR or CT data using a typical commercial 3D printer can be accurate; however, the right
parameters with regards to segmentation and filtering need to be used (Ogden et al., 2015). Other
investigators have used 3D printing for surgical simulation and practice while quantifying the accuracy of
the models compared to the actual bone (Park et al., 2016; Rose et al., 2015). Rose et al. found that
patient-specific 3D printed pediatric temporal bone models can be accurately and quickly created to
simulate complicated otologic surgeries. This investigator suggested that this be used as a pre-operative
practice to reduce potential errors and increase the pediatric patient’s chance of a successful otologic
surgery (Rose et al., 2015). Similarly, Park et al. simulated stabilization of atypical femoral fractures
using 3D printed femora with severe bowing to evaluate the success of current intramedullary nail
systems and recommend changes to the system based on an analysis of the 3D printed models (Park et al.,
2016). These investigators are two examples of the many who are taking advantage of rapid and accurate
additive manufacturing technologies to simulate surgical procedures to improve operative room success
rate.
Investigators have also used 3D printing technologies to improve femoral ACL tunneling
techniques. Rankin et al. designed a patient-specific ACL femoral tunnel guide to improve the placement
of the femoral ACL graft with respect to the original anatomical footprint (Rankin et al., 2018). This
investigator used 3D printing to create cut guides based on the anatomy of the contralateral knee to mark
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the starting point of the femoral tunnel in arthroscopic ACL reconstruction. Even though this study was
only a proof of concept, the study proved the possibility of accurate creation of models based on subject
anatomy as the difference in size and positioning of the center of the ACL femoral footprint guide to MRI
was not statistically different. Ni et al. performed a similar study on cadaveric subjects that supports the
theory that 3D printing can accurately create guides to improve tunnel placement in ACL reconstruction
and other surgical techniques (Ni et al., 2018). The above are examples of many studies that show the
proven accuracy of 3D printed models with regards to patient-specific anatomy.
Lubowitz et al. used sawbones to optimize OI femoral tunneling using anatomical restoration of
the footprint as evaluation criteria (Lubowitz et al., 2013). This study used realistic models to simulate
ACL reconstruction tunneling and quantitatively assess how drilling and guide angle affects restoration of
the femoral ACL footprint; however, this study only used three different femurs, so further research needs
to be done to clarify the surgical recommendations.
Many studies have used additive manufacturing to simulate and improve different surgical
procedures using realistic anatomy; however, no studies have been performed combining 3D printing
technologies with a motion analysis system to simulate and quantitatively assess the success of differing
surgical methods. Further, ACL reconstructive surgery has not been studied on a wide range of unique
models to account for anatomical variability.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1 Subjects
Seventeen skeletally immature adolescents participated in this study, including ten males and
seven females. The mean age of the group was 11.4 ± 2.0 years (range 9.1 – 15.9 years). Institutional
Review Board approval was obtained for the original imaging data collection performed by Michael
Kachmar in 2014 (Kachmar et al., 2016). The same raw magnetic resonance (MR) imaging data
(deidentified) were used for this study with no additional subjects being tested. The subjects tested all had
open physes and were screened to determine if they had any history of knee injury. Subjects with any
history of ligament damage were excluded. Kachmar et al. secured written consent or assent based upon
the age of the subject. The MR image data were collected with the knee in the 90 degrees flexion, 120
degrees flexion, and neutral positions. However, only the data with the knee in 90 degrees of flexion were
used for this study, as this is the position the knee would be in during reconstructive ACL surgery using
the outside-in technique.

3.2 MR Data
MR imaging scans of the right knees of each subject were taken of the region between 15 cm
proximal to and 15 cm distal to the lateral femoral epicondyle. The knee was scanned in three positions,
but this study uses only the data from scans made with the knee at 90 degrees of flexion. For scans made
with the knee in flexion, subjects were placed in a right lateral recumbent position. Weighted bags were
used to hold participants’ limbs down in position for the duration of their scans to reduce motion and
create better images. The scans were acquired using a 3T magnet (Siemens; Germany). The images were
T2-weighted with a voxel size of 0.5 × 0.5 × 2.0 mm.
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3.3 Segmentation of MR Images
MR data were segmented in Avizo (Thermo Fisher Scientific; Waltham, MA) in the sagittal
plane. First, the original MR data were resampled (using an algorithm available in Avizo) to a voxel size
of 0.5 x 0.5 x 1.0 mm to allow for more continuous and smooth segmentation. Next, the femur, ACL, and
femoral growth plate were masked for each subject using a threshold technique combined with manual
marking for each resampled slice (Figure 3-1). Ambiguous boundaries between bone and soft tissue were
adjusted manually on each segmentation slice.
Before generating a surface, the data were smoothed using the ‘Smooth Labels’ function in Avizo
to reduce the step-like appearance of the models created by the rectangular cuboid nature of the voxels
and their size. Individual surfaces were then generated for the femur, ACL, and growth plate for each
model. These surfaces were further smoothed using the ‘Unconditional Smoothing’ function to allow for
a more realistic rendering of the femur. The appearance of the bones was important as the bones would be
used by the surgeon to determine the surgical placement of the drill tunnels based upon osseous
landmarks. Tests were performed on the growth plate to determine how different smoothing factors would
change the overall volume of the growth plate. A smoothing weight of 3.5 within Avizo was settled upon,
as this weight created aesthetically realistic models with a maximum volume change of 3% for each
subject between the smoothed and unsmoothed growth plates. These surfaces were then exported from
Avizo as STL files that were suitable for import into a CAD environment (Figure 3-1) and the models
were eventually physically printed through additive manufacturing techniques. The segmentation methods
of this study are supported by Davis et al., who successfully used MR data to measure and analyze the
tibial epiphysis of skeletally immature patients (Davis et al., 2013).
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Figure 3-1.
Segmentation of the MR data in Avizo was performed in the sagittal plane using semi-automated and manual thresholding
techniques (left). Once the femur was segmented in every slice, the data were smoothed and a 3D surface was created from the
combination of slices to export to Rhinoceros 3D (right).

3.4 Preparing the Models for Print
The STL files were imported into Rhinoceros 3D CAD software (Robert McNeel &
Associates; Seattle, WA) where the anatomical axes of the femur were aligned with the
coordinate system of the CAD environment. This was done by rotating the models so that the
femoral shaft was parallel to the ‘Top’ plane and the femur was then rotated to bring a line
connecting the two most distal points of the femoral condyles to be parallel with the ‘Front’
plane. Typically, the transepicondylar axis is used to align the femur, but the medial and lateral
femoral epicondyles in the models were too flat for this in the models due to the sagittal-plane
segmentation of MR slices.
The femur model was then combined with a box-like surface with spherical markers
attached through Boolean operations (Figure 3-2). After many different designs were attempted, a
box with the markers on vertical stalks was determined to be the best design for additive
manufacturing. This design placed the markers away from the distal femur to reduce possible
interference for the surgeon performing the drilling. This design also allowed for measurements
with calipers to clarify the precision of the 3D printer. The largest surface of the box was 2.75 in
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by 2.75 in in order to fit on a 6 in x 6 in print plate. It was also important that the box be big
enough to allow the markers to be far enough apart to prevent confusion between the markers by
the motion capture system and to reduce coordinate system orientation errors due to marker
location error. Next, the growth plate and ACL were hidden and the femur, with attached
markers, was exported as an STL to be created through additive manufacturing.
The spherical markers (which had a diameter of 0.375 in) were used to create a
coordinate frame attached to the model. These markers were placed in the CAD model such that
they were aligned with the model axes (Figure 3-2).

Figure 3-2.
Subject model with markers in Rhinoceros 3D. The spherical markers were used for the motion capture system. The
box design created the most efficient and accurate 3D prints and allowed for a useful place to clamp the model. The zaxis was determined by x cross q, and the y-axis was determined by z cross x.

3.5 Three-Dimensional Printing of the Models
The femur models were printed using a LulzBot Mini (LulzBot; Loveland, CO). The
exported STLs were imported into Cura (Ultimaker B.V.; Cambridge, MA), a 3D printing
software program, and oriented to fit on the printing plate, with the box bottom flush to the
printing plate and aligned with the edge of the printing plate (Figure 3-3). PolyMaker PLA
(Polymaker; Bluffton, SC) plastic filament was used to print the models. Polylactic acid (PLA) is
a biodegradable polymer commonly used in 3D printing due to its geometric stability. The
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LulzBot Mini prints with a resolution of 50 µm according to the manufacturer’s specification. An
infill density of 25%, support design of zig-zag with a density of 5%, and a printing speed of 0.28
mm/s were determined to be optimal properties that allowed for the most accurate models with
the most efficient process by repeated testing. Fifty-one printed models were used for the
simulated surgeries: 17 subjects with 3 models per subject, with one for each angle of the
FlipCutter guide.
Once the model was printed, PLA support structures, printed between the plate and the
bottom of the model, were removed using pliers. The supports removed easily and left little
residue. The supports, printed in a zig zag pattern, were made sure not to exist in the areas
important for surgery, and therefore, did not influence the surgeon’s choice in guide placement.
Each model was inspected after print and compared visually to its respective CAD model. The
spherical markers were covered with reflective tape (3M; Maplewood, MN) suitable for use with
the motion analysis cameras.

Figure 3-3.
Subject model imported into Cura software for 3D printing. The print plate was 6 in. x 6 in. The models printed best
when aligned with the edges of the plate and the model was centered.
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3.6 Accuracy of Printed Models
Before the surgical simulations were performed, the accuracy of each 3D printed model was
tested to determine the potential accuracy of the surgical simulations (Figure 3-4). If the printed model’s
surface deviated significantly from that of the CAD model, the placement of the guide by the surgeon and
the simulated effects on the growth plate would be inaccurate. A pointer fitted with markers was used to
assess errors in model surface was represented in the 3D print as well as accuracy of the motion analysis
system.
A cluster of four markers, asymmetrically arranged, was used for these tests. The three markers
3D printed into the model were combined with a fourth marker attached to the femur model using doublesided tape to create this cluster. The asymmetric arrangement was necessary to aid in marker
identification, which may be compromised by segment flipping when a symmetric set of markers are
used. Four markers were used because Challis showed that accuracy in estimating the orientation of a
rigid body increases beyond the minimum of three tracking markers, but does not increase substantially
above four markers (Challis, 1995). In the present study, more than four markers may have caused
problems due to the close proximity of the markers to one another.
The tests were run using a motion system in the Biomechanics Lab at The Pennsylvania State
University. A six-camera system was used to track the markers with Eagle cameras (Motion Analysis
Corp.; Santa Rosa, CA), and Cortex software was used to analyze the marker data and create an output
text file of the coordinates for each marker for each time-point in the trial.
Prior to the accuracy tests, a “static” trial was performed to determine the locations of the four
markers attached to the femur within the femur-fixed reference frame. During this trial, the locations of
the four femur markers were recorded at 100 Hz for 1 s as the femur model rested motionless in view of
the cameras. To create the femur model coordinate frame with mutually orthogonal vectors defining each
axis, a vector along the x-axis was first established using two of the markers. To determine the z-axis
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direction, the cross product of the x-axis and a quasi-y vector, established using a second pair of markers,
was taken (see Figure 3-2). The vector along the y-axis was then determined by taking the cross product
of the z-axis and the x-axis. The three femur coordinate system vectors along with the coordinates of one
of the femur marker points (representing the femur origin) were used to create a 4x4 homogeneous
transformation between the laboratory reference frame and the femur frame. This transformation was used
to obtain the femur-referenced coordinates of the four femur markers for each frame of the static trial, and
a single set of coordinates was found by averaging across all frames. Custom routines for kinematic
processing were written in MATLAB (MathWorks; Natik, MA), and these may be found in Appendix A.
To measure the accuracy of the bone models, a steel “pointer” with a tapered tip and three
markers along its axis was used. Each model was touched with the pointer tip in ten unique locations all
over the femur, with the pointer tip being held to the model and a one second trial being recorded at 100
Hz for each point. The coordinates of the pointer markers were transformed from the lab reference frame
in which they were recorded to the reference frame of the femur model. This was done by determining the
4x4 homogeneous transformation at every motion frame between the two reference frames using the
locations of the femur cluster markers in the femur frame (from the static trial and subsequent analysis)
and their coordinates in the laboratory frame (measured using the motion analysis system). This
transformation was computed using a least-squares method (Challis, 1995). The resulting transformation
matrix was then applied to the pointer marker coordinates in the lab coordinate frame to transform them
into the model coordinate frame. Ideally, each pointer tip location would be found to lie perfectly on the
model surface, neither above it nor below it. Custom-written routines in RhinoScript within the
Rhinoceros 3D CAD environment were used to find the distance between each one of the pointer tip
locations and the surface of the femur model. If the average distance for all ten points was less than 2 mm,
the model was deemed ready for surgical simulation as a surgeon would likely be less accurate in their
guide placement. Each model had an average distance between pointer and surface of well below 2 mm
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(average = 1.21 mm), and each printed model was determined to be of sufficient accuracy relative to its
CAD model counterpart.

Figure 3-4.
Tests were performed on each model with a pointer fitted with markers and a motion capture system to determine how accurately
the model surface was represented in the 3D print. The accuracy of the model was tested because this would influence the
accuracy of the surgical simulation. The test was performed by holding the tip of the pointer to ten different spots on the surface
of the femur and recording 1 second trials.

3.7 Simulation of ACL Surgery
Once the models were prepared and tested for accuracy, the surgical simulation of ACL
reconstruction using the outside-in technique with the FlipCutter was performed. This was done by
clamping the model rigidly by its rectangular base to a table with the femur hanging over the edge of the
table (Figure 3-5). This allowed the long axis of the femur to be aligned with the horizontal table in the
same positioning as it was in Rhinoceros 3D, described in Section 3.4. One surgeon performed all
surgeries, first marking where he believed the ACL femoral footprint to be with a black marker on the
model. Using the FlipCutter with a specified angle at either 90˚, 100˚, or 110˚, with a simulated surgery
for each angle performed on a different printed model, the surgeon held the guide in place at
approximately 20 degrees above the horizontal plane (Figure 3-6). It is noted that the guide angles are
intrinsic and relate to the angle between the drilling axis and the spike placed on the intraarticular point at
the approximated ACL footprint location (Figure 3-6). While holding the guide in position, the surgeon
then placed a 3.5 mm drill bit through the guide and drilled through the plastic model with a Dewalt
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DW983 battery-powered drill (Dewalt; Baltimore, MD). It is noted again that a new model was used for
each angle; however, Figure 3-6 shows how the guide angle affects the femoral tunnel with the different
angles superimposed onto the same picture for visual comparison. Next, a straight, metal rod with an
identical diameter to the drill bit was placed through the femoral tunnel for a tight fit with a reflective,
spherical marker on each end of the rod, defining the axis of the drill (Figure 3-7). A one second test was
then recorded using the same four marker cluster as the accuracy test.

Figure 3-5.
The models were clamped to the table for the surgeon to simulate the drilling (left). When the FlipCutter guide was placed on the
model, the surgeon held the guide at 20˚ above the horizontal table (right). The dotted lines meet at a point defined by a sharp
spike on the FlipCutter guide that determines the intraarticular point where the drill exits the femur model.
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Figure 3-6.
Representation of how the FlipCutter guide angle affects the tunnel angle of each model (left). The 90˚ angle was the most
horizontal, similar to tunnels formed by the anteromedial technique, while the 110˚ was the most vertical, similar to tunnels
formed by the transtibial technique. It is noted that each model was only drilled once; a different model was used for each guide
angle. The angle of the FlipCutter refers to the angle between the drill guide and the spike; a 90˚ angle is shown (right).

Figure 3-7.
A post-drilled model with the straight rod and fitted markers defining the drill axis, ready for motion analysis capture.
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3.8 Post-Processing of Data
Similar MATLAB code was created to transform the coordinates of the markers defining the drill
axis to the model reference frame. This was done by first determining the transformation matrix through
methods similar to those described in Section 3.6 for the pointer tests (Challis, 1995). The transformation
matrix was then applied to the drill marker coordinates in the lab coordinate frame to transform them into
the model coordinate frame. These drill axis marker locations in the model coordinate frame were input
into Rhinoceros 3D and used with routines written in RhinoScript code (Appendix A) to simulate the
surgical drill, with varying diameters and tunnel lengths, passing through the femoral tunnel during ACL
reconstructive surgery (Figure 3-8). These routines output the maximum possible tunnel length, the
growth plate violation volume, the peripherality of the violation, and the percent recreation of the
anatomical ACL footprint for the specific subject model and FlipCutter guide angle used.
The violation percentage is calculated by dividing the volume of the Boolean intersection
between the drill and the growth plate by the volume of the original growth plate (Equation 5.1). The
peripherality of the violation is calculated using measurements of the projection of the growth plate onto
the frontal plate from Wang et al. (Wang, Son, & Lee, 2017). The anterior-posterior (AP) index is found
by dividing the vertical distance between the bottom edge of the growth plate and the centroid of the
violation (d) by the vertical distance between the top edge and bottom edge of the growth plate (c)
(Equation 5.2); the medial-lateral (ML) index is found by dividing the horizontal distance between the left
edge of the growth plate and the centroid of the violation (b) by the horizontal distance between the right
edge and left edge of the growth plate (a) (Equation 5.3) (Figure 3-9). It is noted that smaller AP and ML
indices represent more peripheral violations.
(5.1)

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

𝑉𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = 𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∗ 100%

(5.2)

𝐴𝑃 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =

𝐴𝑃 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑉𝑖𝑜𝑙.𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑑
𝐴𝑃 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

=

𝑑
𝑐

(5.3)

𝑀𝐿 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =

𝑀𝐿 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑉𝑖𝑜𝑙.𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑑
𝑀𝐿 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

=𝑎

𝑏
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Three different graft diameters (8, 9, and 10 mm) and two different tunnel length options (‘20 mm
max’ and ‘25 mm max’) were simulated for each subject and angle combination. Tunnel length options
were dependent on the maximum size of the tunnel for the guide angle and subject combination. For 20
mm max, if the maximum tunnel length was less than 20 mm, the maximum tunnel length of 20 mm was
used. If the maximum tunnel length was 20 mm or greater, a 20 mm tunnel was used. For 25 mm max, if
the maximum tunnel was less than 25 mm, the maximum tunnel length was used. If the maximum tunnel
length was 25 mm or greater, a 25 mm tunnel was used. These two options were developed in accordance
with the orthopaedic surgeon, using two commonly used tunnel lengths and the fact that the tunnel drilled
should never be longer than the maximum tunnel length due to risk of breaching the posterior cortex
(posterior cortex blowout). Three diameters for each of two tunnel length options for each of three angles
amounted to 18 unique simulations for each of the 17 models. The accuracy of replication of the ACL
femoral footprint by the surgeon was assessed by projecting the intraarticular drill aperture and
intersection between the ACL and femur onto the sagittal plane. The difference in area centroids between
the aperture and the footprint was then calculated, as well as the percent overlapping area.

Figure 3-8.
A model growth plate undergoing simulated violation from a drill in Rhinoceros 3D. Boolean intersection methods were used to
find the violation volume and location.
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Figure 3-9.

Violation location techniques used by Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2017). Variables b and d represent the distance from
the femur edge to the violation centroid. The anterior-posterior (AP) index is defined as d/c. The medial-lateral (ML)
index is defined as b/a. Smaller indices represent more peripheral violations.

3.9 Statistical Tests
A four-way repeated-measures analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed to investigate
the influence of drill diameter (8 mm, 9 mm, and 10 mm), tunnel length (‘20 mm max’ and ’25 mm
max’), and FlipCutter guide angle (90˚, 100˚, and 110˚) on normalized volume of violation with age of the
subject as a covariate. The four-way ANCOVA showed that the interaction of all four variables was
insignificant, but the interaction of age * diameter * tunnel length option was significant. Therefore, the
data were first split into the two tunnel length options and a two-way ANCOVA was run for each option
with drill diameter as the independent variable and age as the covariate. The data were then recombined
and split into the three diameters and a two-way ANCOVA was run for each diameter with tunnel length
option as the independent variable and age as the covariate. The level of statistical significance for all
tests performed was set at α = 0.05.
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to investigate the influence of
FlipCutter guide angle on violation location (AP and ML indices). Also, a one-way ANOVA was
performed to investigate the influence of FlipCutter guide angle on footprint and drill aperture overlap
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normalized by footprint area, overlap normalized by drill aperture area, and centroid difference. All
statistical tests were performed using SPSS 25 (IBM; Armonk, NY).
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Chapter 4
Results
Evaluating the main effects, diameter (p < 0.001) had a significant effect on violation volume;
violation volume significantly increases with drill diameter. Guide angle (p = 0.953) and tunnel length
option (p = 0.062) did not have significant effects on violation volume (Table 4-1).
Evaluating the violation volumes through a four-way ANCOVA, the interaction of angle*tunnel
length option*diameter*age was not significant (p = 0.127); however, the interaction of tunnel length
option*diameter*age was significant (p = 0.005). This three-way interaction was the only significant
three-way interaction. This means that angle did not significantly affect violation volume. The mean
violation volumes differed based on diameter, tunnel length option, and angle (Figure 4-1) (Table 4-1).

Figure 4-1.
Mean normalized violation volume to the physeal growth plates for each combination of guide angle, drill diameter (D), and
tunnel length option. Tunnels drilled with the guide at 90 degrees were consistently smallest, but the difference is insignificant.
Longer tunnel lengths (25 mm max) and greater drill diameters created larger violations.
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Table 4-1. Mean violation volumes separated by variable

Tunnel Length
Option

Diameter

Violation
Volume
(%)

Guide Angle

8 mm

9 mm

10 mm

20 mm
max

25 mm
max

90˚

100˚

110˚

5.81 ± 0.39

6.89 ± 0.42

7.98 ± 0.44

6.73 ± 0.41

7.06 ± 0.43

6.34 ± 0.64

7.68 ± 0.58

6.66 ± 0.61

To determine the impact of each independent variable, the data was split and guide angle was
removed as a variable, based on the interaction explained previously. A two-way ANCOVA, splitting the
data into the two tunnel length options and using diameter as the independent variable and age as the
covariate, showed the interaction of diameter*age was significant for both 20 mm max (p < 0.001) and 25
mm max (p = 0.007). Violations decreased with age across diameters in each case, and violations
increased with diameter for the entire age range (Figure 4-2).
Another two-way ANCOVA, splitting the data into the three diameters and using tunnel length
option as the independent variable and age as the covariate, showed the interaction of tunnel length
option*age was significant for the 8 mm diameter (p = 0.002), the 9 mm diameter (p = 0.001), and the 10
mm diameter (p < 0.001). Violations decreased with age for each diameter (Figure 4-3). As age increased,
there was a larger difference in violation volume between approaches.
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Figure 4-2.
Interaction plots showing predicted values for violation volumes depending on age using a linear model. As age increases,
violation volumes decrease for each combination of diameter and tunnel length option. Violation volume decreases with drill
diameter for the entire age range. Longer tunnel lengths, characterized by 25 mm max, result in a larger violation increase with
increasing diameter. The blue dots represent 8 mm diameter drills, the red dots represent 9 mm diameter drills, and the green dots
represent 10 mm diameter drills.
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Figure 4-3.
Interaction plots showing predicted values for violation volumes depending on age using a linear model. As age increases,
violation volumes decrease for each combination of diameter and tunnel length option. Longer tunnel lengths, characterized by
25 mm max, have a greater effect on violation volume as age increases. The blue dots represent the 20 mm max tunnel length
option and the red dots represent the 25 mm max tunnel length option.
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The medial-lateral violation location was similar for the 90˚ guide angle (0.19 ± 0.04) compared
to the 100˚ guide angle (0.16 ± 0.06) and the 110˚ guide angle (0.19 ± 0.06). The differences were not
significant (p = 0.228) (Figure 4-4). The anterior-posterior violation location was also similar for the 90˚
guide angle (0.23 ± 0.06) compared to the 100˚ guide angle (0.27 ± 0.07) and the 110˚ guide angle (0.23 ±
0.08). The differences were not significant (p = 0.262).

Figure 4-4.

Mean location index based on guide angle used for both medial-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP)
measurements. A smaller index represents a more peripheral violation. The differences in location between guide
angles was insignificant for both location measurements.

The maximum tunnel lengths for the 90˚ guide angle (19.45 ± 3.04 mm) were similar to those of
the 100˚ guide angle (20.59 ± 3.07 mm) and the 110˚ guide angle (20.02 ± 3.40 mm) (Figure 4-5). The
differences were not significant (p = 0.633).
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Figure 4-5.
Mean maximum tunnel length based on guide angle. The 90º guide angle created the smallest maximum tunnel lengths; however,
the differences were not significant when compared to the other guide angles. Every guide angle frequently created tunnel
smaller than the recommended 25 mm.

The footprint and drill overlap areas normalized by the drill area were greater for the 90˚ guide
angle (0.17 ± 0.11) compared to the 100˚ guide angle (0.12 ± 0.10) and the 110˚ guide angle (0.12 ± 0.13)
(Figure 4-8). The footprint and drill overlap areas normalized by the footprint area were also greater for
the 90˚ guide angle (0.22 ± 0.13) compared to the 100˚ guide angle (0.16 ± 0.13) and the 110˚ guide angle
(0.14 ± 0.13). The results were significantly different for both the overlap areas normalized by the drill
area (p = 0.005) and normalized by the footprint area (p < 0.001). The footprint and drill normalized
centroid differences were less for the 90˚ guide angle (0.06 ± 0.03) compared to the 100˚ guide angle
(0.07 ± 0.03) and the 110˚ guide angle (0.07 ± 0.03) (Figure 4-7). These differences were significant (p =
0.001).
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Figure 4-6.
Measurement of recreation of the anatomical ACL footprint by overlapping (OL) areas between the drill aperture and footprint
projected onto the sagittal plane, normalized by both the drill aperture area and footprint area. The 90º guide angle created
significantly greater overlap compared to the other guide angles.

Figure 4-7.
Measurement of recreation of the anatomical ACL footprint by centroid difference between the drill aperture and footprint
projected onto the sagittal plane, normalized by the distance between the medial and lateral epicondyles. The 90º guide angle
created significantly smaller centroid differences compared to the other guide angles.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1 Summary of Results
In this study of simulation of ACL reconstructions of skeletally immature patients, differences in
violation volume were found to be attributable to the age of the patient, diameter of the drill, and tunnel
length option. Guide angle, hypothesized to play an important role in violation volume with increasing
guide angle expected to create smaller violations, did not have a significant effect on violation volume (p
= 0.953) (Figure 4-1). As expected, violation volume significantly increased with drill diameter size (p <
0.001). Violation volume did increase with a longer tunnel length option, but the results were not
statistically significant (p = 0.062). After splitting the data into two tunnel length options, the interaction
between diameter and age was significant for both tunnel length options, with violations decreasing with
age across diameters in each case and violations increasing with diameter across the entire age range. As
diameter increased, there was an increasing difference in violation volume between the tunnel length
options that occurred with increasing age (Figure 4-2). Splitting the data into three separate drill
diameters, the interaction between tunnel length option and age was significant for each data set with
violation volume decreasing with age for each diameter. Also, there was a larger difference in violation
volume between tunnel length options as age increased. This occurred because for the young subjects the
bones, and thus the maximum tunnel length, are smaller, with the maximum tunnel length often being less
than 20 mm. As the tunnel length options only differ if the maximum tunnel length is greater than 20 mm,
for the younger, smaller subjects, both tunnel length options often resulted in the same tunnel length
(Figure 5-1). As age increases, typically so does the bone size and maximum tunnel length to the point
where the maximum tunnel length is above 20 mm and the two tunnel length options differ (Figure 5-2)
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Therefore, tunnel length option only creates deviations in violation volume in larger, usually older,
subjects.
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Figure 5-1.
Growth plate and drill intersection for 20 mm max tunnel length (left) and 25 mm max tunnel length (right) on Subject 5 (age =
9.1 years) at a guide angle of 100º and drill diameter of 10 mm. The options create identical violation volumes of 10.85% because
the maximum tunnel length for this subject and guide angle combination was only 17.4 mm, resulting in a tunnel length of 17.4
mm for both tunnel length options. Tunnel length option has little to no effect on younger, smaller subjects.

Figure 5-2.
Growth plate and drill intersection for 20 mm max tunnel length (left) and 25 mm max tunnel length (right) on Subject 7 (age =
16.0 years) at a guide angle of 100º and drill diameter of 10 mm. The 20 mm max results in a tunnel length of 20 mm, creating a
violation volume of 6.68%. The 25 mm max used the maximum tunnel length of 24.7 mm and results in a violation volume of
8.03%. Tunnel length option has a greater effect on older, bigger subjects.

Violation location surprisingly did not change with guide angle (Figure 4-4). This effectively
removes location as a variable in choosing the best guide angle. Maximum tunnel lengths are important as
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a large enough tunnel has to be made to successfully anchor the new ACL graft to the bone during
surgery; this importance escalates with adolescents as their bones are smaller than fully developed adults,
leading to smaller maximum tunnels. However, similar to violation location, guide angle did not have a
significant effect on maximum tunnel length (Figure 4-7).
Recreation of the anatomical ACL in reconstructive surgery is important to post-operation knee
kinematics and is correlated to similarities between the footprint and drill aperture in the sagittal plane. In
this study, the footprint and drill overlap areas were significantly greater for the 90˚ guide angle compared
to the 100˚ and 110˚ guide angles, and the centroid differences between the drill aperture and footprint
were significantly smaller for the 90˚ angle compared to the other two angles. Both of these results show
that the 90˚ guide angle is best for recreating the anatomical footprint of the ACL. Recreation of the
footprint is thought to yield better post-operative knee kinematics; therefore, the 90˚ guide angle is
superior in this aspect.
This study was novel in several important respects. This is the first study to simulate surgeries
within an outside-in technique to explain the effects of drill diameter, tunnel length, and guide angle on
violation volume, violation location, and recreation of the ACL anatomical footprint in hope of finding a
superior combination that maximizes restoration of the anatomical footprint and minimizes physeal
growth plate violations. This is also the first study to correlate age with violation volume, suggesting that
all skeletally immature patients cannot be looked at as similar when deciding the best surgical variables
such as drill diameter and tunnel length. Finally, this is the first study to use 3D printed models and
motion capture to physically recreate ACL reconstruction guide placement before simulating tunnel
reaming in a CAD environment. The methods of this study further bridge the disconnect between realistic
ACL reconstructive surgery in a clinical environment and the ability of computer simulations to vary
many parameters and make accurate calculations.
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5.2 Results Compared to Previous Findings
No previous investigators have considered how the outside-in (OI) technique affects violation
volumes in adolescents, but the results of the present study are similar to those of previous studies that
used computer models to assess the transtibial (TT) and anteromedial (AM) techniques. Kachmar et al.
found violation volumes of 4.9% for 8 mm diameter drills and 5.9% for 9 mm diameter drills for AM and
TT surgeries, and Shea et al. found violation volumes of 4.2% for 8 mm diameter drills and 5.4% for 9
mm diameter drills placing the tunnels along the anatomic origin of the ACL (Kachmar et al., 2016; Shea
et al., 2009). These results were similar to those of this study, where an outside-in technique created
violation volumes of 5.8% for 8 mm diameters and 6.9% for 9 mm diameters. Variations in patient
anatomy, growth place segmentation, and technique are likely responsible for these small differences
between the results of these studies (Table 4-1). Kachmar et al. also found that more horizontal tunnels
produced by the AM technique created more lateral violations compared to the TT technique (Kachmar et
al., 2016). This was not true for the results of this study, as tunnel angle had no significant effect on
violation location (Figure 4-6).
Studying tunnel angle, Kercher et al. found physeal violations decreased from 4.1% to 3.1% when
the tunnel angle, with regards to the horizontal, increased from 45˚ to 70˚ (Kercher et al., 2009). In this
study, an increase in angle did not correspond with any specific nor significant change in violation
volume. This may have occurred due to differing techniques and the guide angle not corresponding
directly with the angle changed in the study done by Kercher. Golish et al. concluded that femoral tunnel
length is dependent on tunnel angle; however, the results of this study show that guide angle had no
significant effect on maximum tunnel size (Golish et al., 2007) (Figure 4-7). These results may be
different due to unique guide angle placement for each surgery by a single surgeon, further discussed in
Section 5.4.
Robert et al. concluded that the more horizontal tunneling of the AM tunnel length option allowed
for creation of a femoral tunnel closer to the ACL femoral footprint center compared to the more vertical
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tunneling of the TT tunnel length option (Robert et al., 2013). The results of this study confirm these
findings as a smaller guide angle, creating a more horizontal tunnel, has more significant area overlap and
smaller centroid difference between the aperture and the anatomical footprint compared to larger, more
vertical guide angles (Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9).
Anderson and Anderson created an algorithm that suggests boys under the age of 13 and girls
under the age of 12 are at higher risk of physeal growth arrest (Anderson and Anderson, 2009). The data
from this study support this claim as younger subjects had significantly larger violation volumes
compared to older subjects (Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3). These results suggest that surgeons need to be more
careful with younger patients undergoing ACL reconstruction, as they are prone to larger violation
volumes which creates a greater chance of growth deformities.

5.3 Clinical Implications
The results of this study suggest that guide angle has a smaller effect on violation volume than
expected but that more horizontal tunneling through smaller guide angles does significantly improve
recreation of the anatomical ACL footprint. These two results lead to the recommendation of a 90˚ guide
angle; as expected, the smaller guide angle better recreates the anatomical ACL footprint, but the more
horizontal tunneling had less of an impact on violation volume and location than hypothesized. This
occurs due to the more horizontal tunnel partially, or almost completely in some subjects, missing the
growth plate (Figure 5-3). However, it is possible for the surgeon to unknowingly tunnel horizontally into
the growth plate, almost certainly creating a peripheral violation of more than the 8% threshold; therefore,
it is recommended that fluoroscopy be used during reconstructive surgery to make the surgeon aware of
the relative position of the growth plate to the drill.
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Figure 5-3.
Computer simulation of Subject 7 with a 90º guide angle. This is an example of how more horizontal tunneling could, in some
cases, reduce violation volume as the drill is almost completely below the physeal growth plate in the epiphyseal region.

Studies have not previously linked specific violation volumes to exact chances of developing
growth deformities in adolescents; many animal studies have been performed, but even these studies had
varying results in determining a violation percentage threshold for deformity (Garcés, 1994; Per-Mats
Janarv, 1998; Seil, 2008). Location of the violation also plays an important role in causing deformity,
further complicating any possible recommendation for a violation threshold. For this reason, in
consultation with the orthopaedic surgeon participating in this study, an 8% threshold was determined, as
the animal study investigators all seem to agree that any violation above this mark has a high chance at
causing growth deformity. Using this threshold and the results of this study, it is recommended that a 10
mm diameter drill be avoided. Results show a mean violation of 7.98 ± 0.44% for 10 mm diameter drills,
and the subjects were frequently at or above the determined 8% threshold (Table 4-1). This is especially
true for patients below the age of 12 (Figure 4-2).
The results of this study show that violation volume significantly increases with diameter as
hypothesized. Violation volume also increases with the longer tunnel length option, but the results were
not statistically significant. Clinicians especially have to be more careful using larger diameter drills and
longer tunnel lengths with younger patients, as there are greater growth plate violations with the younger
subjects in this study (Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3). It is hypothesized larger violations occur with younger
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patients because of the thicker yet smaller growth plates in younger patients, where a drill will ablate a
larger percentage of the growth plate (Figure 5-1, Figure 5-2). Using the linear model from the interaction
plots, it would be safe to use either tunnel length option and 8 or 9 mm diameter drills for patients above
the age of 12 (Figure 4-3). This recommendation parallels the algorithm used by Anderson and Anderson
which suggests boys under the age of 13 and girls under the age of 12 are more prone to growth
deformities post-operation (Anderson and Anderson, 2009). It is also recommended that the 25 mm max
tunnel length option be used for all patients. A longer tunnel length allows for more contact surface area
for healing of the ligament to the bone, and some investigators believe that tunnels less than 25 mm may
not allow acceptable contact area; therefore a 25 mm tunnel should be used when possible (Golish et al.,
2007). This recommendation is also supported by the results of this study, as violation volume between
tunnel length options only begins to substantially deviate above the age of 12 where most violations were
far below the 8% threshold mark and the patient is at less risk for growth deformity.
Surprisingly, the maximum tunnel lengths did not differ significantly between guide angles
(Figure 4-5). As mentioned in Section 5.2, this may have occurred because changing the guide angle does
not purely make the tunnel more horizontal or vertical, and the FlipCutter allows for unique placement by
the surgeon based on osseous landmarks. One important note from the maximum tunnel results is that a
larger percentage of the subjects had maximum tunnel lengths under the recommended 25 mm due to the
small bones of younger patients (Golish et al., 2007). This further demonstrates the difficulty of operating
on patients under 12 and the need for careful choice of surgical parameters such as drill diameter. This
result also shows why the outside-in technique with the FlipCutter can be advantageous. Since this
technique utilizes outside-in reaming, a 7 mm diameter stopper, included in the drill simulations, exists to
stop the reaming from coming too close to the outer wall of the bone; this greatly reduces the risk of
posterior cortex blowout compared to the blind, inside-out drilling of the AM technique.
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5.4 Limitations of Study
Some limitations affected certain aspects of this study. CT scans are typically used to study and
model bones as they can produce more detailed images compared to MR data. MRI was used for this
study instead as it is a safer alternative for pediatric patients compared to CT, which puts the patient at
higher risk due to ionizing radiation.
A limitation with regards to the MR data was the large voxel size of the scans. Resampling of the
data allowed for less step-like, more realistic looking femur models compared to Kachmar et al.
(Kachmar et al., 2016). However, the resampling is purely an interpolation of the data. More accurate
models can be created by performing the scans with a smaller voxel size.
Compared to previous simulation studies, the surgical methods of this study were more realistic
as the surgeon was able to hold and drill the bone models instead of performing surgery on a screen. This
allowed the realization of many physical variables that come into play with ACL reconstructive surgery in
the operating room. However, even though the surgeries simulated in this study were more realistic than
computationally simulated surgeries, they still differ from an arthroscopic environment where a scope is
used. The surgeon had views and access to the femur that would not be available in the operating room
due to the muscle and tissue encompassing the human knee. Printing with polylactic acid, the outer wall
of the femur was made denser to imitate cortical bone while the inside of the femur was less dense to
imitate trabecular bone. Despite these efforts, drilling through bone may be different than drilling
through PLA due to the differing mechanical properties.
Volume of physeal violations and relative location of these violations are important factors in
determining the absolute risk of an individual to disturbances causing deformities; however, growth
abnormalities in bone are complex occurrences that involve a variety of cellular variables outside of the
scope of this study. For this reason, it is difficult to predict growth deformities on an individual basis
based on a specific violation percentage threshold or location.
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The use of a single orthopaedic surgeon to complete these surgeries is also a limitation of this
study. Using multiple surgeons would allow for a variation in technique that could potentially alter the
results of this study. The guide is restricted by the angle set on the guide and the bone surface; however,
the surgeon is free to rotate the guide around a horizontal axis, allowing for guide placement differences
based on surgeon preferences. To prevent this, the surgeon aimed to keep the drill axis at 20 degrees to
the horizontal to keep guide placement consistent among all of the subjects; however, this was not
measured during the study and different surgeons may have held the guide at slightly different angles,
potentially altering the results.
Finally, regarding measurement of placement of the drill tunnel in respect to the original femoral
anatomical footprint of the ACL, the overlap areas between the drill aperture and anatomical ACL
footprint and centroid distances between the two were dependent on placement of the drill by the surgeon.
In the operating room, the remnants of the ACL may direct the surgeon’s placement of the guide;
however, the remnants are not always useful so the surgeon may be acting blind to the anatomical
footprint of the ACL, as they were in this study. Furthermore, the aperture and original footprint
projections consistently overlapped, proving the surgeon was accurate in his approximation of the ACL
footprint based on osseous landmarks. Also, with the guide set at 90 degrees, the overlapping areas were
statistically greater and the centroid distances statistically smaller compared to the 100 and 110 degree
angles, supporting previous research that a more horizontal tunnel better recreates the ACL footprint.

5.5 Conclusions
The results of this study imply that the 90˚ guide angle is the best angle to be used compared to
100˚ and 110˚ because it better recreates the anatomical footprint of the ACL while creating similar
violation volumes in similar locations. Careful consideration of surgical variables needs to be taken into
account with younger patients as subjects under the age of 12 had significantly larger violation volumes
than older patients. Finally, the 10 mm drill diameter should not be used, especially in patients under 12,
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as it frequently creates violation volumes above the designated 8% threshold. Most of the maximum
tunnel lengths were under 25 mm, a commonly used tunnel length in the operating room, showing the OI
technique as an advantageous technique, as the FlipCutter allows for protection of posterior cortex breach.
If a 25 or even 20 mm tunnel is attempted on a patient with a maximum tunnel length of less than 20 mm,
the surgeon can cause posterior cortex breach with inside-out (AM) tunneling.
The methods and results of this study open up many paths for future studies. To determine a more
accurate violation threshold, future studies should analyze actual OI ACL reconstruction patients to
determine violation volume post-operation and follow-up after some time to assess growth deformities to
determine a stronger relationship between violation volume and growth deformities. Next, future studies
should build upon the methods in this study, repeating a similar study using a skin and arthroscope to
better simulate the realistic operating room, as well as increase the number of surgeons used to study the
effects of variation in technique. Finally, future studies should investigate the effects of guide angle on
recreation of the anatomical footprint with the surgeon unblinded to the location of the footprint so that
area overlap and centroid difference are purely dependent on the guide angle used.
The 3D printing methods of this study proved to be accurate and easy to use. For this reason, with
the use of a motion laboratory, 3D printer, and code from this study, the technique of practicing ACL
reconstruction drilling with the FlipCutter can be used to teach the OI technique. The practicing surgeon
can drill through the 3D model and easily determine if they made an acceptable violation volume and how
close they were to the original anatomical footprint. These methods can also be used to help a surgeon
pre-operatively, allowing them to use MR data of their prospective patient to model, print, and simulate
the surgery before it actually happens, allowing for better guide placement and reduced violation volumes
due to potential feedback.
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Appendix A
Code
MATLAB Pointer Test Code
% Pointer_test.m
%
% Continuation of relative pose that tests the coordinates of a pointer tip
in
% reference to the bone
%
% The goal here is to compute a single 4x4 homogeneous transformation
% matrix T_bj that defines the relative pose between the bone (b) and the
% jig (j) where b and j are the coordinate systems attached to the bone and
% jig.
% Note that marker coordinates in the input files are referenced to the g,
% the global (laboratory) CS
%
% Also note: I like to use the convention p_c = T_cd * p_d, where p_c and
% p_d are the coordinates of the same point in frames c & d, respectively

% clear workspace, close any open figure windows, and clear working memory
%clc
clear all, close all
% process static trial
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
x

read static trial marker coordinates from file; copy into matrices
Starts in 10th row to skip text
Marker 1 on bone
Marker 3 is the origin
Marker 2 closest to bone marker
Markers 3-2 make x-axis
Markers 3-4 make quasi y-axis
= dlmread('Trimmed_pointer3_110_static1.trc','',6,0);

% first column is frame number
frame = x(:,1);
% second column is time
t = x(:,2);
% columns 3-26 are coordinates of 4 markers in global lab frame
% (x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,etc)
% b1_g is marker 1 (1) on bone (b) in global frame (g)
b1_g = x(:,3:5);
b2_g = x(:,6:8);
b3_g = x(:,9:11);
b4_g = x(:,12:14);
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% establish coordinate system of bone through cross products
for i = 1:length(t)
x_ax(i,1:3) = (b2_g(i,:)-b3_g(i,:))/norm(b2_g(i,:)-b3_g(i,:));
q(i,1:3) = (b4_g(i,:)-b3_g(i,:))/norm(b4_g(i,:)-b3_g(i,:));
z_vec(i,1:3) = cross(x_ax(i,:),q(i,:));
z_ax(i,1:3) = z_vec(i,:)/norm(z_vec(i,:));
y_vec(i,1:3) = cross(z_ax(i,:),x_ax(i,:));
y_ax(i,1:3) = y_vec(i,:)/norm(y_vec(i,:));
end
T_gb = zeros(4,4,100);
% create transformation matrix between bone and ground
for i = 1:length(t)
T_gb(1,1,i) = 1;
T_gb(1,2:4,i) = 0;
T_gb(2:4,1,i) = b3_g(i,:)';
T_gb(2:4,2,i) = x_ax(i,:)';
T_gb(2:4,3,i) = y_ax(i,:)';
T_gb(2:4,4,i) = z_ax(i,:)';
end
% add 1 to all marker
for i = 1:length(t)
b1_g4(i,1:4) = [1
b2_g4(i,1:4) = [1
b3_g4(i,1:4) = [1
b4_g4(i,1:4) = [1
end

coordinates for matrix multiplication
b1_g(i,:)];
b2_g(i,:)];
b3_g(i,:)];
b4_g(i,:)];

% determine bone coordinates in bone frame
for i = 1:length(t)
b1_b4(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb(:,:,i))*b1_g4(i,:)';
b2_b4(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb(:,:,i))*b2_g4(i,:)';
b3_b4(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb(:,:,i))*b3_g4(i,:)';
b4_b4(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb(:,:,i))*b4_g4(i,:)';
end
% try ploting eventually
b1_b_final
b2_b_final
b3_b_final
b4_b_final

=
=
=
=

b1_b_avg
b2_b_avg
b3_b_avg
b4_b_avg

mean(b1_b_final)';
mean(b2_b_final)';
mean(b3_b_final)';
mean(b4_b_final)';

=
=
=
=

(b1_b4(2:4,:))';
(b2_b4(2:4,:))';
(b3_b4(2:4,:))';
(b4_b4(2:4,:))';
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b_b = [b1_b_avg b2_b_avg b3_b_avg b4_b_avg];
% process dynamic trial
% read dynamic trial marker coordinates from file; copy into matrices
y = dlmread('Trimmed_pointer3_110_dynamic10.trc','',6,0);
% bone markers ground frame
b1_gd = y(:,3:5)';
b2_gd = y(:,6:8)';
b3_gd = y(:,9:11)';
b4_gd = y(:,12:14)';
% pointer markers ground frame
% Marker 1 is closest to point
j1_gd = y(:,15:17)';
j2_gd = y(:,18:20)';
j3_gd = y(:,21:23)';

% loop through frames of dynamic trial
T = zeros(4,4,length(t));
for i = 1:length(t)
% find T_gb and T_gj from cluster marker coordinates in g (from
% dynamic trial) and cluster marker coordinates in local frame
% (computed above from static trial)this is done using least-squares
% RT decomposition; use function lsqRT.m and see Challis (1995)
% 3 x 4
b_gd = [b1_gd(:,i) b2_gd(:,i) b3_gd(:,i) b4_gd(:,i)];
j_gd = [j1_gd(:,i) j2_gd(:,i)];
% determining pointer tip
% distance between farthest pointer marker and tip
d = 409; % [mm]
% vector from farthest to closest marker
v = j1_gd(:,i)'-j3_gd(:,i)';
u = v/norm(v);
% coordinates of pointer tip in ground
z_gd(1:3,i) = (d.*u+j3_gd(:,i)')';
% 4 x 1
j1_g = [1; j1_gd(:,i)];
j2_g = [1; j2_gd(:,i)];
j3_g = [1; j3_gd(:,i)];
z_g = [1; z_gd(:,i)];
% 4 x 4
[T_gb]=lsqRT(b_b,b_gd);
% j_b = inv(T_gb)*j_g
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j_b1(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb)*j1_g(:,1);
j_b2(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb)*j2_g(:,1);
j_b3(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb)*j3_g(:,1);
z_b(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb)*z_g(:,1);
end
j_b1_cut = j_b1(2:4,:)';
j_b1_avg = mean(j_b1_cut);
j_b2_cut = j_b2(2:4,:)';
j_b2_avg = mean(j_b2_cut);
j_b3_cut = j_b3(2:4,:)';
j_b3_avg = mean(j_b3_cut);
z_b_cut = z_b(2:4,:)';
pointer_tip = mean(z_b_cut)

LSQRT Function
function[T_ab]=lsqRT(amat,bmat);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

least-squares 3D rigid body transformation of a wrt b
USAGE: T_AwB = lsqRT(A,B) s.t. {B}=[T_AwB]*{A}
INPUT:
amat = 3xm matrix of rigid body points at A
bmat = 3xn matrix of rigid body points at B
OUTPUT:
T = 4x4 transformation matrix between A and B
includes orthonormal rotation matrix (R)
and translation vector (d) of A wrt B
Modified from HJS code: Ab2rt.m
Reference: Challis, J.Biomech. 28(6): 733-737, 1995

[anum,m] = size(amat);
[bnum,n] = size(bmat);
Amean=mean(amat')';
Bmean=mean(bmat')';
%Relative position vectors
amat=amat-Amean*ones(1,m);
bmat=bmat-Bmean*ones(1,n);
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%Cross-dispersion matrix (*)
C=(1/m)*(bmat*amat');
% Singular Value Decomposition: [C] = P * V * Q'
% P and Q: orthogonal matrices of eigenvectors of C
% V: diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of C
[p,v,q] = svd(C);
R
=
p*diag([ 1 1 det(p*q')])*q';
%R1 = p*q';
d
=
Bmean-R*Amean;
%dot(R(:,1),R(:,2))
%dot(R(:,2),R(:,3))

% 4x4 Transformation Matrix Assembly
T_ab = [1
0
0
0; d R];
end

%* Note that (1/m) is a scalar multiplier which has no effect
% on the eigenvectors of C since they are unit vectors

MATLAB Drill Axis Code
% Drill_location.m
%
% Continuation of relative pose that tests the coordinates of a pointer tip
in
% reference to the bone
%
% The goal here is to compute a single 4x4 homogeneous transformation
% matrix T_bj that defines the relative pose between the bone (b) and the
% jig (j) where b and j are the coordinate systems attached to the bone and
% jig.
% Note that marker coordinates in the input files are referenced to the g,
% the global (laboratory) CS
%
% Also note: I like to use the convention p_c = T_cd * p_d, where p_c and
% p_d are the coordinates of the same point in frames c & d, respectively

% clear workspace, close any open figure windows, and clear working memory
clc, clear all, close all
% process static trial
% read static trial marker coordinates from file; copy into matrices
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%
%
%
%
%
%
x

Starts in 10th row to skip text
Marker 1 on bone
Marker 3 is the origin
Marker 2 closest to bone marker
Markers 3-2 make x-axis
Markers 3-4 make quasi y-axis
= dlmread('Trimmed_Femur18_90_static1.trc','',6,0);

% first column is frame number
frame = x(:,1);
% second column is time
t = x(:,2);
% columns 3-26 are coordinates of 4 markers in global lab frame
% (x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,etc)
% b1_g is marker 1 (1) on bone (b) in global frame (g)
b1_g = x(:,3:5);
b2_g = x(:,6:8);
b3_g = x(:,9:11);
b4_g = x(:,12:14);
% establish coordinate system of bone through cross products
for i = 1:length(t)
x_ax(i,1:3) = (b2_g(i,:)-b3_g(i,:))/norm(b2_g(i,:)-b3_g(i,:));
q(i,1:3) = (b4_g(i,:)-b3_g(i,:))/norm(b4_g(i,:)-b3_g(i,:));
z_vec(i,1:3) = cross(x_ax(i,:),q(i,:));
z_ax(i,1:3) = z_vec(i,:)/norm(z_vec(i,:));
y_vec(i,1:3) = cross(z_ax(i,:),x_ax(i,:));
y_ax(i,1:3) = y_vec(i,:)/norm(y_vec(i,:));
end
T_gb = zeros(4,4,length(t));
% create transformation matrix between bone and ground
for i = 1:length(t)
T_gb(1,1,i) = 1;
T_gb(1,2:4,i) = 0;
T_gb(2:4,1,i) = b3_g(i,:)';
T_gb(2:4,2,i) = x_ax(i,:)';
T_gb(2:4,3,i) = y_ax(i,:)';
T_gb(2:4,4,i) = z_ax(i,:)';
end
% add 1 to all marker
for i = 1:length(t)
b1_g4(i,1:4) = [1
b2_g4(i,1:4) = [1
b3_g4(i,1:4) = [1
b4_g4(i,1:4) = [1
end

coordinates for matrix multiplication
b1_g(i,:)];
b2_g(i,:)];
b3_g(i,:)];
b4_g(i,:)];
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% determine bone coordinates in bone frame
for i = 1:length(t)
b1_b4(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb(:,:,i))*b1_g4(i,:)';
b2_b4(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb(:,:,i))*b2_g4(i,:)';
b3_b4(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb(:,:,i))*b3_g4(i,:)';
b4_b4(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb(:,:,i))*b4_g4(i,:)';
end
% try ploting eventually
b1_b_final
b2_b_final
b3_b_final
b4_b_final

=
=
=
=

b1_b_avg
b2_b_avg
b3_b_avg
b4_b_avg

mean(b1_b_final)';
mean(b2_b_final)';
mean(b3_b_final)';
mean(b4_b_final)';

=
=
=
=

(b1_b4(2:4,:))';
(b2_b4(2:4,:))';
(b3_b4(2:4,:))';
(b4_b4(2:4,:))';

b_b = [b1_b_avg b2_b_avg b3_b_avg b4_b_avg];
% process dynamic trial
% read dynamic trial marker coordinates from file; copy into matrices
y = dlmread('Trimmed_Femur18_90_dynamic1.trc','',6,0);
% bone markers ground frame
b1_gd = y(:,3:5)';
b2_gd = y(:,6:8)';
b3_gd = y(:,9:11)';
b4_gd = y(:,12:14)';
% pointer markers ground frame
% Marker 1 is closest to point
j1_gd = y(:,15:17)';
j2_gd = y(:,18:20)';
% j3_gd = y(:,21:23)';

% loop through frames of dynamic trial
T = zeros(4,4,length(t));
for i = 1:length(t)
% find T_gb and T_gj from cluster marker coordinates in g (from
% dynamic trial) and cluster marker coordinates in local frame
% (computed above from static trial)this is done using least-squares
% RT decomposition; use function lsqRT.m and see Challis (1995)
% 3 x 4
b_gd = [b1_gd(:,i) b2_gd(:,i) b3_gd(:,i) b4_gd(:,i)];
j_gd = [j1_gd(:,i) j2_gd(:,i)];
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% determining pointer tip
% distance between farthest pointer marker and tip
d = 409; % [mm]
% vector from farthest to closest marker
v = j1_gd(:,i)'-j3_gd(:,i)';
u = v/norm(v);
% coordinates of pointer tip in ground
z_gd(1:3,i) = (d.*u+j3_gd(:,i)')';
% 4 x 1
j1_g = [1; j1_gd(:,i)];
j2_g = [1; j2_gd(:,i)];
j3_g = [1; j3_gd(:,i)];
z_g = [1; z_gd(:,i)];

%
%

% 4 x 4
[T_gb]=lsqRT(b_b,b_gd);
% j_b = inv(T_gb)*j_g
j_b1(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb)*j1_g(:,1);
j_b2(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb)*j2_g(:,1);
j_b3(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb)*j3_g(:,1);
z_b(1:4,i) = inv(T_gb)*z_g(:,1);

%
%
end

j_b1_cut = j_b1(2:4,:)';
j_b1_avg = mean(j_b1_cut)
j_b2_cut = j_b2(2:4,:)';
j_b2_avg = mean(j_b2_cut)
%
%
%
%
%

j_b3_cut = j_b3(2:4,:)';
j_b3_avg = mean(j_b3_cut);
z_b_cut = z_b(2:4,:)';
pointer_tip = mean(z_b_cut)

Note: Uses same LSQRT and ZXY_moving_axes shown above in Pointer Test Code
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RhinoScript Drill Simulation Code
Boolean Analysis and Footprint Comparison Code
'GP Violation Script

'Before Running:
'1. Set home CPlane
'2. Change file names to correct numbers (6 changes)

'Create file and write column titles

Dim objStream

Dim strVol, strVol2, strper

Set objStream = CreateObject("ADODB.Stream")

objStream.CharSet = "utf-8"

objStream.Open

objStream.WriteText(vbTab & vbTab & "Max Tunnel Size (mm)" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("Original Growth Plate Volume (mm^3)" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("Violated Growth Plate Volume (mm^3)" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("Violation Relative Percentage (%)" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("ML Tunnel Index (%)" & vbTab)
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objStream.WriteText("AP Tunnel Index (%)" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("Footprint Projection Area (mm^2)" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("Drill projection Area (mm^2)" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("Overlap Area (mm^2)" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("Overlap A Norm Drill" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("Overlap A Norm FP" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("Centroid Difference (mm)" & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("Normalized Centroid Difference" & VbCrLf)

Rhino.command("_Show _SelAll _Delete")

'Start loop for different tunnels and grafts

Dim home

home = Rhino.NamedCplanes

dia = Array(4, 4.5)

'Array for different cylbox points

cylarr1 = Array(4, 7, 7)
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cylarr2 = Array(2, 1, 1)

'Create Points for Drill

Dim P1, P2

'Dimensions of point 1 determined from MATLAB (higher)

'90 deg
P1A = Array(-72.7184, -45.4556, 21.2461)

'100 deg
P1B = Array(-94.7625, -25.3837, 13.5498)

'110 deg
P1C = Array(-41.0907, -25.2653, 0.0506)

'Dimensions of point 2 determined from MATLAB (lower)

'90 deg
P2A = Array(58.3048, -43.5552, -92.6239)
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'100 deg
P2B = Array(53.3151, -52.6829, -73.6358)

'110 deg
P2C = Array(87.4806, -62.2208, -111.1505)

'Array of points for 90, 100, 110 deg

P1 = Array(P1A, P1B, P1C)

P2 = Array(P2A, P2B, P2C)

For z = 0 To 2

For y = 0 To 2

For x = 0 To 1
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Rhino.command("Show _SelAll Delete")

Rhino.CurrentView("Perspective")

Rhino.RestoreNamedCPlane home(0)

Rhino.command("-_Import C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\femur1.stl _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName femur _Enter")

Rhino.AddPoint P1(z)

Rhino.AddPoint P2(z)

Rhino.command("-_Cylinder DirectionConstraint None " & Rhino.Pt2Str(P1(z)) & " .001
" & Rhino.Pt2Str(P2(z)) & " _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast DeselectOthersBeforeSelect=Yes _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName cylinder _Enter")

'Find points where axis intersects femur

Rhino.command("-_MeshBooleanIntersection -_SelName femur _Enter")

cylinder = Rhino.LastCreatedObjects
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Rhino.command("-_SelLast DeselectOthersBeforeSelect=Yes _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName intersection _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelNone")

'Create Bounding Box to find intersection points

cylbox = Rhino.BoundingBox(cylinder)

Dim int1, int2

int1 = cylbox(cylarr1(z))

int2 = cylbox(cylarr2(z))

'Find max tunnel size

maxdis = Rhino.Distance(int1, int2)

maxtun = maxdis - 7

tun = Array(20, 25, maxtun)

'Create array of possible tunnel sizes
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strtun = Array("20 mm", "25 mm", "max")

strdia = Array("8 mm", "9 mm")

strang = Array("90 deg", "100 deg", "110 deg")

objStream.WriteText(strang(z) & strdia(x) & " D " & strtun(y) & " T " & vbTab)

'Place thin guide drill along axis

Rhino.CurrentView("Perspective")

Rhino.command("_SelAll _Hide _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_Cylinder " & Rhino.Pt2Str(P1(z)) & " 1.75 " & Rhino.Pt2Str(P2(z))
& " _Enter")

'Rhino.command("_SelLast -_Mesh _Enter")

'Place thick top cylinder

Rhino.command("-_Cylinder " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int1) & " 2.25 " & "7 " &
Rhino.Pt2Str(int2) & " _Enter")

'Place thick bottom cylinder (varies based on loop)

Rhino.command("-_Cylinder " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int2) & " " & CStr(dia(x)) & " "
& CStr(tun(y)) & " " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int1) & " _Enter")
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'Group cylinders to make drill

Rhino.command("_SelAll _Group")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName drill _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelNone")

'Import Growth Plate

Dim GPorg

Rhino.command("-_Import C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\GP1.stl _Enter")

GPorg = Rhino.LastCreatedObjects

'Find and Write Volume of Growth Plate

Dim GP_tot_vol

GP_tot_vol = Rhino.MeshVolume(GPorg)

Rhino.command("-_MeshtoNURB")

'Rhino.SelectObject GPorg(0)
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Rhino.command("_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName GPorg _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelNone _SelMesh _Delete")

'Boolean Intersection between drill and growth plate

Dim violvol

Rhino.command("_SelNone -_BooleanIntersection -_SelName drill _Enter -_SelName
GPorg _Enter")

violvol = Rhino.LastCreatedObjects

Dim viol_tot_vol

viol_tot_vol = Rhino.SurfaceVolume(violvol(0))

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName gpintersect _Enter")

'Import GP again for measurements

Rhino.command("-_Import C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\GP1.stl _Enter")

GP = Rhino.FirstObject
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'Rhino.SelectObject GP

Rhino.command("-_SelNone")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName growtnqr5090late _Enter")

'Find percentage violated

Dim per

per = (viol_tot_vol(0) / GP_tot_vol(1)) * 100

'Set to axial view for growth plate measurements

Rhino.CurrentView("Front")

'Project growth plate and violation onto axial plane

Rhino.command("-_MeshToNURB -_SelName growtnqr5090late _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName gpsurface _Enter")
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Rhino.command("-_ProjectToCPlane -_SelName gpsurface _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_Mesh _Enter")

GP_proj = Rhino.FirstObject

'Rhino.SelectObject GP_proj

GP_cent = Rhino.MeshAreaCentroid(GP_proj)

Rhino.command("-_SelNone")

Rhino.command("-_MeshToNURB -_SelName gpintersect _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName intersectsurface _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_ProjectToCPlane -_SelName intersectsurface _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_Mesh _Enter")
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viol_proj = Rhino.FirstObject

'Rhino.SelectObject viol_proj

viol_cent = Rhino.MeshAreaCentroid(viol_proj)

'Create bounding box to measure dimensions of GP

arrBB = Rhino.BoundingBox(GP)

highx = arrBB(1)

lowx = arrBB(0)

highz = arrBB(7)

lowz = arrBB(3)

Rhino.AddPoint arrBB(7)

Rhino.AddPoint arrBB(3)

Rhino.AddPoint arrBB(0)

Rhino.AddPoint arrBB(1)
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xlength = Rhino.Distance(lowx, highx)

zlength = Rhino.Distance(lowz, highz)

'Using variables from Wang et al 2017 to determine periphality scores

'Total width of GP projection

a = xlength

'Total height of GP projection

c = zlength

'x Distance from lateral boundary of lateral femoral condyle to centroid of tunnel

b = viol_cent(0) - lowz(0)

'z Distance from posterior boundary of lateral femoral condyle to centroid of tunnel

d = viol_cent(2) - lowz(2)

'Normalize to distance between lateral edge and growth plate centroid

strVol = CStr(GP_tot_vol(1))
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strVol2 = CStr(viol_tot_vol(0))

strper = CStr(per)

strtun = CStr(maxtun)

objStream.WriteText(strtun & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(strVol & vbTab & vbTab & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(strVol2 & vbTab & vbTab & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(strper & vbTab & vbTab & vbTab)

strperiphx = CStr(b)

strperiphz = CStr(d)

objStream.WriteText(strperiphx & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(strperiphz & vbTab)

'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'Begin footprint measurements

'Delete all objects in CAD from previous steps
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Rhino.CurrentView("Perspective")

Rhino.RestoreNamedCPlane home(0)

Rhino.command("_Show _SelAll Delete")

'Find normalizing measure for width of femur

Rhino.CurrentView("Front")

Rhino.command("-_Import C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\femur1.stl _Enter")

arrfem = Rhino.SelectedObjects

fem = arrfem(0)

arrBB2 = Rhino.BoundingBox(fem)

pleft = arrBB2(0)

pright = arrBB2(1)

Rhino.AddPoint arrBB2(0)

Rhino.AddPoint arrBB2(1)

fem_width = Rhino.Distance(pleft, pright)
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'Using variables from Wang et al 2017 to determine periphality scores

'Total width of GP projection

a = xlength

'Total height of GP projection

c = zlength

'x Distance from lateral boundary of lateral femoral condyle to centroid of tunnel

b = viol_cent(0) - lowz(0)

'z Distance from posterior boundary of lateral femoral condyle to centroid of tunnel

d = viol_cent(2) - lowz(2)

Rhino.command("_Show _SelAll Delete")

'Set to sagittal view for footprint measurements

Rhino.CurrentView("Right")
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'Boolean between femur and ACL

Rhino.command("-_Import C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\fp1.stl _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName fp_intersect _Enter")

'Rhino.command("-_Import \Users\nqr5090\Desktop\ACL1.stl _Enter")

'Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

'Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName fp_acl _Enter")

'Rhino.command("-_SelNone _Enter")

'Rhino.command("-_MeshBooleanIntersection _SelName fp_acl _Enter _SelName
fp_femur _Enter")

'Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter _SetObjectName fp_intersect _Enter")

'Project onto sagittal plane

Rhino.command("-_ProjectToCPlane Yes _Enter -_SelName fp_intersect _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter _SetObjectName fp_intersectsurface _Enter")

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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'Boolean between femur and drill

Rhino.CurrentView("Perspective")

Rhino.command("-_SelAll Hide _Enter")

'Place thin guide drill along axis

Rhino.command("-_Cylinder " & Rhino.Pt2Str(P1(z)) & " 1.75 " & Rhino.Pt2Str(P2(z))
& " _Enter")

'Place thick top cylinder

Rhino.command("-_Cylinder " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int1) & " 3 " & "7 " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int2)
& " _Enter")

'Place thick bottom cylinder

Rhino.command("-_Cylinder " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int2) & " " & CStr(dia(x)) & " " &
CStr(tun(y)) & " " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int1) & " _Enter")

'Group cylinders to make drill

Rhino.command("-_SelAll")

'Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName drill _Enter")
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Rhino.command("-_Group _Enter")

'Rhino.command("-_Mesh _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelNone _SelLast _SetObjectName drill _Enter")

'Add original intersection point to set CPlane to for projection

Rhino.AddPoint cylbox(cylarr2(z))

Rhino.command("_SelNone _SelLast")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName CPlane_pt _Enter")

'Import new femur for intersection with dril

Rhino.command("-_Import C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\femur1.stl _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelNone -_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName fp_femur _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelNone _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_MeshBooleanIntersection -_SelName drill _Enter -_SelName
fp_femur _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelLast _MeshToNURB _Enter")
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Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter _SetObjectName drill_intersect _Enter")

'Project onto perpendicular plane

Rhino.AddLine P1(z), P2(z)

Rhino.command("-_SelNone")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName line _Enter _SelNone")

Rhino.command("-_CPlane _Curve -_SelName line " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int2) & " _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_ProjectToCPlane -_SelName drill_intersect _Enter Yes _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _SetObjectName drill_ini_proj _Enter")

'Project onto sagittal plane

Rhino.CurrentView("Right")

Rhino.command("-_ProjectToCPlane Yes _Enter -_SelName drill_ini_proj _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName drill_surf _Enter")
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Rhino.command("-_Mesh _Enter")

'Find drill surface area

arrar = Rhino.FirstObject

Rhino.SelectObject arrar

drill_area = Rhino.MeshArea(arrar)

'Find drill centroid

arr_drill_cent = Rhino.MeshAreaCentroid(arrar)

Rhino.AddPoint arr_drill_cent

str_drill_cent = Rhino.FirstObject

arr_drill_cent_coord = Rhino.PointCoordinates(str_drill_cent)

'Find footprint surface area

Rhino.command("_Show")
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Rhino.command("_SelNone")

Rhino.command("-_MeshToNURB -_SelName fp_intersectsurface _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName fp_surf _Enter")

arrar2 = Rhino.LastObject

Rhino.SelectObject arrar2

fp_area = Rhino.MeshArea(arrar2)

Rhino.command("_SelNone")

Rhino.command("_SelMesh _Hide")

Rhino.command("-_MeshOutline -_SelName fp_surf _Enter")

outline_fp = Rhino.FirstObject

Rhino.command("-_MeshOutline -_SelName drill_surf _Enter")

outline_drill = Rhino.FirstObject

overlap = Rhino.CurveBooleanIntersection(outline_fp, outline_drill)
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If IsNull(overlap) Then

ol_area = Array(0, 0)

End If

If IsArray(overlap) Then

ol_area = Rhino.CurveArea(overlap(0))

End If

'Normalized Overlap Areas

'By Drill Area

ol_drill = ol_area(0) / drill_area(1)

'By FP Area

ol_fp = ol_area(0) / fp_area(1)

'Find footprint centroid

Rhino.command("_Show")
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arr_fp_cent = Rhino.MeshAreaCentroid(arrar2)

Rhino.AddPoint arr_fp_cent

str_fp_centroid = Rhino.FirstObject

Rhino.SelectObject str_fp_centroid

arr_fp_cent_coord = Rhino.PointCoordinates(str_fp_centroid)

'Find distance between two centroids
'May need to eventually seperate into x and y components

cen_dis = Rhino.Distance(arr_fp_cent, arr_drill_cent)

norm_dis = cen_dis / fem_width

'Write all to file

fpprojarea = CStr(fp_area(1))

drillprojarea = CStr(drill_area(1))

normdrill = CStr(ol_drill)

normfp = CStr(ol_fp)
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norm_ol = CStr(ol_area(0))

objStream.WriteText(fpprojarea & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(drillprojarea & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(norm_ol & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(normdrill & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(normfp & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(cen_dis & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(norm_dis & VbCrLf)
Next
Next
Next

'Save file to desktop

objStream.SaveToFile "C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\Femur1_v5.txt", 2
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Violation Location Code
'GP Violation Location Script

'Before Running:
'1. Set home CPlane
'2. Change file names to correct numbers (6 changes)

'Create file and write column titles

Dim objStream

Dim strVol, strVol2, strper

Set objStream = CreateObject("ADODB.Stream")

objStream.CharSet = "utf-8"

objStream.Open

objStream.WriteText("ML Tunnel Index " & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText("AP Tunnel Index " & vbcrlf)

Rhino.command("_Show _SelAll _Delete")

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'Start loop for different tunnels and grafts
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'Start loop for different tunnels and grafts

Dim home

home = Rhino.NamedCplanes

dia = Array(4, 4.5)

'Array for different cylbox points

cylarr1 = Array(4, 7, 7)

cylarr2 = Array(2, 1, 1)

'Create Points for Drill

Dim P1, P2

'Dimensions of point 1 determined from MATLAB (higher)

'90 deg
P1A = Array(-72.7184, -45.4556, 21.2461)

'100 deg
P1B = Array(-94.7625, -25.3837, 13.5498)
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'110 deg
P1C = Array(-41.0907, -25.2653, 0.0506)

'Dimensions of point 2 determined from MATLAB (lower)

'90 deg
P2A = Array(58.3048, -43.5552, -92.6239)

'100 deg
P2B = Array(53.3151, -52.6829, -73.6358)

'110 deg
P2C = Array(87.4806, -62.2208, -111.1505)
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'Array of points for 90, 100, 110 deg

P1 = Array(P1A, P1B, P1C)

P2 = Array(P2A, P2B, P2C)
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For z = 0 To 2

Rhino.command("Show _SelAll Delete")

Rhino.CurrentView("Perspective")

Rhino.RestoreNamedCPlane home(0)

Rhino.command("-_Import C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\femur1.stl _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName femur _Enter")

Rhino.AddPoint P1(z)

Rhino.AddPoint P2(z)

Rhino.command("-_Cylinder DirectionConstraint None " & Rhino.Pt2Str(P1(z)) & " .001 " &
Rhino.Pt2Str(P2(z)) & " _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast DeselectOthersBeforeSelect=Yes _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName cylinder _Enter")

'Find points where axis intersects femur

Rhino.command("-_MeshBooleanIntersection -_SelName femur _Enter")
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cylinder = Rhino.LastCreatedObjects

Rhino.command("-_SelLast DeselectOthersBeforeSelect=Yes _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName intersection _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelNone")

'Create Bounding Box to find intersection points

cylbox = Rhino.BoundingBox(cylinder)

Dim int1, int2

int1 = cylbox(cylarr1(z))

int2 = cylbox(cylarr2(z))

'Place thin guide drill along axis

Rhino.CurrentView("Perspective")

Rhino.command("_SelAll _Hide _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_Cylinder " & Rhino.Pt2Str(P1(z)) & " 1.75 " & Rhino.Pt2Str(P2(z)) & " _Enter")

'Place thick top cylinder
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Rhino.command("-_Cylinder " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int1) & " 2.25 " & "7 " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int2) & " _Enter")

'Place thick bottom cylinder (varies based on loop)

Rhino.command("-_Cylinder " & Rhino.Pt2Str(int2) & " " & CStr(4) & " " & CStr(20) & " " &
Rhino.Pt2Str(int1) & " _Enter")

'Group cylinders to make drill

Rhino.command("_SelAll _Group")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName drill _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelNone")

'Import Growth Plate

Dim GPorg

Rhino.command("-_Import C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\GP1.stl _Enter")

GPorg = Rhino.LastCreatedObjects

GP_tot_vol = Rhino.MeshVolume(GPorg)
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Rhino.command("-_MeshtoNURB")

'Rhino.SelectObject GPorg(0)

Rhino.command("_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName GPorg _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelNone _SelMesh _Delete")

'Boolean Intersection between drill and growth plate

Dim violvol

Rhino.command("_SelNone -_BooleanIntersection -_SelName drill _Enter -_SelName GPorg _Enter")

violvol = Rhino.LastCreatedObjects

Rhino.CurrentView("Front")

Dim viol_tot_vol

viol_tot_vol = Rhino.SurfaceVolume(violvol(0))

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")
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Rhino.command("_MeshToNURB _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("_ProjectToCPlane _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_Mesh _Enter")

viol_proj = Rhino.FirstObject

Rhino.SelectObject viol_proj

Rhino.CurrentView("Perspective")

'Import GP again for measurements

Rhino.command("-_Import C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\GP1.stl _Enter")

GP = Rhino.FirstObject

'Rhino.SelectObject GP

Rhino.command("-_SelNone")
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Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName growtnqr5090late _Enter")

'Set to axial view for growth plate measurements

Rhino.CurrentView("Front")

'Project growth plate and violation onto axial plane

Rhino.command("-_MeshToNURB -_SelName growtnqr5090late _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_SetObjectName gpsurface _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_ProjectToCPlane -_SelName gpsurface _Enter")

Rhino.command("_SelLast _Enter")

Rhino.command("-_Mesh _Enter")

GP_proj = Rhino.FirstObject

GP_cent = Rhino.MeshAreaCentroid(GP_proj)

Rhino.Print(Rhino.Pt2Str(GP_cent))
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Rhino.command("-_SelNone")

viol_cent = Rhino.MeshAreaCentroid(viol_proj)

Rhino.Print(Rhino.Pt2Str(viol_cent))

Rhino.AddPoint(viol_cent)

'violcent = CStr(viol_cent(0))

Dim length, height, xdis, zdis, xhigh

'Create bounding box to measure dimensions of GP

arrBB = Rhino.BoundingBox(GP)

highx = arrBB(1)

lowx = arrBB(0)
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highz = arrBB(7)

lowz = arrBB(3)

Rhino.AddPoint arrBB(7)

Rhino.AddPoint arrBB(3)

Rhino.AddPoint arrBB(0)

Rhino.AddPoint arrBB(1)

xlength = Rhino.Distance(lowx, highx)

zlength = Rhino.Distance(lowz, highz)

'Using variables from Wang et al 2017 to determine periphality scores

'Total width of GP projection

a = xlength

'Total height of GP projection

c = zlength

'x Distance from lateral boundary of lateral femoral condyle to centroid of tunnel
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b = viol_cent(0) - lowz(0)

'z Distance from posterior boundary of lateral femoral condyle to centroid of tunnel

d = viol_cent(2) - lowz(2)

'Normalize to distance between lateral edge and growth plate centroid

e=b/a

f=d/c

strperiphx = CStr(e)

strperiphz = CStr(f)

objStream.WriteText(strperiphx & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(strperiphz & vbTab)

objStream.WriteText(vbClrf)

Next

'Save file to desktop
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objStream.SaveToFile "C:\Users\nqr5090\Desktop\viol_loc_1.txt", 2
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